2021 CHINA’S WINE LIST OF THE
YEAR - RESULTS AND REVIEWS
2021 中国酒单大奖 – 结果和评语

Leading experts from China have partnered with some of the world’s most respected
Master Sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine media and wine judges to rate, review and
reward the best wine lists from China’s finest restaurants, hotels, cafes, wine bars and
clubs.
来自中国领先的专业人士们与一些世界上最受尊敬的侍酒大师、葡萄酒大师、葡萄酒媒体和评委们对来自大
中华区最优秀的餐厅、酒店、咖啡馆、酒吧和俱乐部的最好的酒单进行排名、点评和表彰。

Any restaurants that have been given a Glass Rating are commended lists, and they are all
here for you to discover. See how they’ve rated, read the judges review, use this as a guide
and you can explore with confidence new wine and dining destinations from across
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan.
任何被授予了一个杯数排名的餐厅都是推荐的酒单，他们在此等候着您去发现。看他们是如何被评委排名和
点评的，并以此作为指南帮助您信心满满地去探索来自中国大陆、香港、澳门和台湾的新葡萄酒和餐饮机
构。

Understanding this Results and Review Guide: Only wine lists that have been awarded a Glass
Rating are included in this Results and Reviews Guide.
了解点评：只有获得一个杯数排名的酒单被包含在此获奖结果和点评指南内。

=Recommended
推荐的

=Outstanding
优秀的

$, $$, $$$ = an indication of wine prices
葡萄酒价格的指示

=Excellent
卓越的

Our sincere thanks to our Partners and Sponsors who have made these Awards possible, on
behalf of the Tourism and Hospitality industries across China and discerning consumers
everywhere.
我们仅代表大中华区的旅游酒店服务业和最富洞察力的消费者们，十分真诚的感谢所有奖项的合作
伙伴和赞助商

HALL OF FAME - 2021
Wine List of the Year
2020 Mainland China

Ensue (Shenzhen)

2020 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

8½ Otto e Mezzo Bombana (Macau)

2019 Mainland China

Café Gray Deluxe (Shanghai)

2019 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

SW Steakhouse (Macau)

2018 Mainland China

L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Shanghai)

2018 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

8½ Otto e Mezzo Bombana (Hong Kong)

2016 Mainland China

Hakkasan (Shanghai)

2016 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

Aux Beaux Arts (Macau)

2015 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

Restaurant Petrus (Hong Kong)

2014 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Hong Kong)

2013 China

Robuchon au Dome (Macau)

Individual Winners
Paul Lo (2019)
Lu Yang MS (2017, 2018)

Three-Time Award Winners
Tivano (2017, 2018, 2019)

Western China

Duke’s (2013, 2015, 2017)

Southern China

Oyster & Wine Bar (2017, 2018, 2019)

Champagne

Oyster & Wine Bar (2013, 2015, 2016)

Wines by the Glass

1515 WEST CHOPHOUSE & BAR, JINGAN
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

28 HUBIN ROAD, GRAND HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷

1515牛排馆•酒吧

湖滨28中餐厅

No. 1218 Middle Yan’an Road Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+862122038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515west-chophouse-and-bar/
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 760 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 50 - 3960 RMB

28 Hubin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
+86 571 87791234
http://grandhyatthangzhou.com
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Eric Wang
Wine on list: 250 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 118 RMB
Right from the outset, it is obvious that France, especially
Bordeaux, plays the dominant role in this extensive and
impressive list. That does not mean that there are not many
other options from top producers around the globe, from the
great regions. A list which has been compiled by a team which
knows it stuff. Take your pick from world classics or emerging
stars.

Wine List of the Year - Mainland China
Sommelier of the Year - Mainland China - King Wang
Best Wine List - Eastern China
Owner/F&B Manager of the Year – Mainland China –
Colin van Sickle
Always encouraging when one looks at a list and knows that if
all else fails, you could happily drink from the ‘by the glass’ list
alone. Of course, nothing else fails with this wonderfully
extensive and exciting list. Classics, cult wines, future stars,
mature gems. A list with the lot. And what a collection of DRC!

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA MACAU,
GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA SHANGHAI
🍷🍷🍷

Galaxy Macau, 1/F, 1031, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/8%C2%BDotto-e-mezzo-bombana/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Shirley Tan
Wine on list: 1270 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 760 MOP
This is a great Italian restaurant with an outstanding Italian
list. The possibilities begin with wines by the glass which offer
many great Italian varietals from all parts of the country while
Coravin offers us 15 year old aglianico from Campania and 17
year old Barolo from Piedmont. While it's a wonderful Italian
list, it covers all parts of the globe with respect for the great
wines of other countries. Best of all is the chef's ability to
marry the flavours of his best dishes with outstanding Italian
wines. Check out the degustation menus!

6th - 7th Floor, Associate Mission Building, No. 169,
Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
021-60872890
http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Italian Fine Dining
Wine list by Ervin Ong
Wine on list: 504 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 660 RMB
The ‘wines by the glass’ selection immediately marks this as a
list which will take the customer on an expedition through great
Italian wines. And so it goes, but with serious attention paid to
mature bottles. Delve further and there are numerous other
options, from English fizz to Bulgarian Chardonnay. Local
wines well represented. A wonderful list.

ALAIN DUCASSE AT MORPHEUS,
MORPHEUS 🍷🍷🍷
杜卡斯餐廳
Level 3, City of Dreams, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
(853) 8868 3432
https://www.cityofdreamsmacau.com/en/dine/international/alai
n-ducasse-at-morpheus
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Troy Jiang
Wine on list: 1000 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 988 MOP
Wine List of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan
Sommelier of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan Troy Jiang
Best Wine List - Macau
Best Hotel Restaurant List
Owner/F&B Manager - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan –
João De Melo Pires

AMELIA HONG KONG 🍷🍷
Shop OT G63, Ground Floor, Ocean Terminal, 3-27 Canton
Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 - 37051983
https://www.facebook.com/ameliahongkong/
Cuisine: Italian & Spanish
Wine list by Choi Shing Fung
Wine on list: 291 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 180 HKD
The wine team at Amelia's are clearly focused on offering
wines that are produced either using organic, biodynamic or
low-intervention approaches and so dining here gives you the
opportunity to investigate these new wave wines. Some of the
best-known names from around the world are featured on this
list so you can feel confident with the recommendations of the
sommeliers.

This impressed in 2021 as winner of China's Wine List of the
Year for the Overseas Territories: an assured international
listing of the best wines of the world. It showed great depth in
important regions like Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux
yet covered all parts of France and all of great wine regions of
the world, always with outstanding representatives to entertain
and delight. Thoughtful listing by the glass. Up to the minute in
all its choices.

AMICO BJ 🍷🍷🍷

ANGELINI, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷

Unit 109, Building C, Pacific Century Place, Worker’s Stadium
North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100600
010-85306951
http://amicobj.cn/
Cuisine: Italian-Japanese Fusion
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 163 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 118 - 688 RMB

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 2733 8419
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 210 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 95 - 490 HKD
Angelini opened in 1981, so they know a thing or two about
wine service. This is evident in the classical, traditional list on
offer here. It all begins with an authoritative display of Italian
wines, listing a 'who's who' selection of producers, vineyards
and vintages designed to make the Italian fans among us swoon
(this writer included). The list then expands to include wines
and producers from regions outside of

Best Wine List - Northern China
It is fabulous to see the wine list synchronised with the
restaurant’s Italian Japanese fusion theme. So you can start
with bubbles, including Italian Franciacorta, or perhaps some
sake, and finish the meal with a Japanese whisky or an Italian
Grappa. The wine selection by the glass (and half bottle) is
thoughtful and diverse in style and origin. The main list opens
with a set of prestigious cellar reserve wines, including many
rare Italians, plus a couple of high-end Bordeauxs and
Burgundies for those wanting to splurge. But the strength of the
main list is in the broad spectrum of prices and origins, with
quality being at the forefront of all listing decisions. It is an
original list with personality and flair, and one can have
confidence in the wines.

ANTIQUE DOOR (THE), GRAND HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷
扉酒吧
28 Hubin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
+86 571 87791234
http://grandhyatthangzhou.com
Cuisine: Bar Food
Wine list by Eric Wang
Wine on list: 145 (90 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 308 RMB
If you are not a champagne lover then this list is not for you,
though they are admirably supported with other drinks, spirits
and numerous alternatives. But it is champagne only (nothing
wrong with that). And not just champagne, but many superb
examples and even a few quirky choices.

APOLLO 🍷
201 Anfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030
+86 021 54040998
http://www.apollo201.com.cn
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 31 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 65 RMB
A Spanish theme here and while there are plenty of Spanish
options, there are numerous alternatives. A couple of big guns
squirreled away in there as well. Good value is also a theme
here and the wines are perhaps even overshadowed by the
supporting cast of spirits, cocktails and beverages.

APARTMENT 208, PARK HYATT SUZHOU
🍷🍷
悦阁
No. 69 Xizhou Road, Suzhou Industry Park , Suzhou, Jiangsu
215000
+86051286661234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyattsuzhou/suzph
Cuisine: European
Wine list by Jerry Xu
Wine on list: 153 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 158 RMB
A list which opens with many of the great names in the world of
wine. An organic section is included for those so inclined. Some
local offerings and there has been serious attention paid to
ensuring plenty of very good value wines as well.

APRON OYSTER BAR & GRILL (THE),
GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷
Galaxy Macau, G/F, G108, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/the-apron/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Shirley Tan
Wine on list: 42 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 200 MOP
This is a tour de force! A wonderfully thought-out list that
matches food and wine with care and even aplomb. No drink is
a better match for oysters than excellent sparkling wine. The
dominance of champagne and sparkling wine and appropriate
whites gives the list a focus that few achieve. The fact that such
a reasonable percentage of the list is offered by the glass
means that the possibilities for exploring are significantly
improved. The judges would hope that the careful thought that
has gone into structuring this list should attract the attention of
other sommeliers. Bravo!

AUBREY (THE), MANDARIN ORIENTAL
HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷

AURORA, ALTIRA MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
奧羅拉

25/F, 5 Connaught Rd Central, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
999077
+852 2825 4001
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/hong-kong/victoriaharbour/fine-dining/bars/the-aubrey
Cuisine: Japanese Izakaya
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman, Dirk Chen
Wine on list: 213 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 120 - 280 HKD
Without putting it too finely, the list at The Aubrey is
sensational. It is not only the premium selection of wines that
has clearly been curated with flair, nuance and patience that
cements this as one of the great Izakaya wine lists, it is the
sensitive match of cuisine and food that elevates it to company
with the greats. Numerous champagnes available by the glass
as a nod to its supreme suitability to Japanese food, the feature
brewery, the vast selection of sakes... must we go on? The total
number of wines listed herein is verging on modest, at just over
200 wines, however every available space has been taken up by
a thoroughly deserving wine or drink, making this one of the
great lists to visit. If you gravitate toward Japanese cuisine and
love great wine, you must visit here. You simply must.

Level 10, F&B Tower, Avenida de Kwong Tung, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 2886 8868
https://www.altiramacau.com/en/dining/aurora#All
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 520 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 65 - 588 MOP
Too often, aged wines exclsuively occupy the domain of the
most elite - both in pricing and rarity. Here, at Aurora, there is
the opportunity to drink aged wine at a variety of prices, from a
number of different regions, which we as drinkers applaud.
Speaking of aged wines, the vertical of Chateau Latour
(Paulliac) from 1945 - 2005 is an eye-watering affair,
impressive from both a collectors viewpoint, and a historical
one as well. However - without jumping the gun - a very
impressive, authorative list here at Aurora. If the balanced and
exciting selection available by the glass is anything to go by,
the bottle list beyond should be stellar - and it is. If you're a
Champagne fan, this is the place for you, and if not, we are
certain there are literally hundreds of other titillating options
available.

AURORA DISNEYLAND, SHANGHAI
DISNEYLAND HOTEL 🍷

AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
寶雅座

绚景楼

Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen , Macau, Macau (and SAR) +853 88022319
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hant/macau/dining/aux-beaux-arts
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Chris Lam
Wine on list: 1592 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 400 MOP
This restaurant in the MGM Macau supplements the hotel's
Master List with a stunning collection of wines by the glass (six
stunning champagnes and an exemplary group of top French
wines - at a range of prices - to complement its French cuisine.
The international list is strongest on France and Portugal, with
lip-smacking verticals (especially) of Burgundies, Bordeaux
and lots more. A thoughtful constructed list that builds on the
hotel's strengths but offers more.

No.1009, West Shendi Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai
201205
+86 21 20603517
https://www.shanghaidisneyresort.com/
Cuisine: Modern French with Local and South East Asian
Flavor
Wine list by David Guo
Wine on list: 127 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB
Nice idea to link the wines on the list to their connection with
the Disney organisation over the years. Of course, the list
extends well beyond that with wines and producers familiar to
most winelovers. France dominates but many alternatives.
Plenty of options by the glass as well.

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
聚
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing 100089
010-88826727
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/shangrila/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 230 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 198 RMB
An elaborately presented list which features numerous big
name champagnes. Plenty of options ‘by the glass’. The focus is
on quality producers from wine regions around the world.
Needless to say, Bordeaux takes pride of place thought there
are many fine Burgundies.

BAIYULAN, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 🍷
58 Maoming Road (S.), Huangpu District, Shanghai 200030
86 21 64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 120 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
The list opens with a fine array of teas as well as Chinese
spirits and rice wines. It offers plenty of options for champagne
lovers as well as Francophiles, with alternatives for those
venturing beyond France. Well crafted and good value.

BANG GRAND GATEWAY 66 🍷

BANG IAPM 🍷

151-153a 1 Hongqiao lu , Shanghai, 200030
+862164473808
http://www.bangbistro.com.cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 14 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 60 RMB
A wide range of enticing cocktails kick off this list where wine
takes a back seat to some of the other beverages. That said,
there are some fine wines for those so inclined, including a
couple from Deep Woods, both red and white, which will
appeal.

999 Huaihai Zhong Road L5-506 , Shanghai , Shanghai 200030
+8602164832566
http://www.bangbistro.com.cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 14 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 60 RMB
A wide range of enticing cocktails kick off this list where wine
takes a back seat to some of the other beverages. That said,
there are some fine wines for those so inclined, including a
couple from Deep Woods, both red and white, which will
appeal.

BAO LI XUAN, BULGARI HOTEL SHANGHAI BAR 1919, ANDAZ SHENZHEN BAY 🍷
2600 Keyuan South Road Nanshan District, Shenzhen,
🍷🍷🍷
宝丽轩
Lane 108 North Shanxi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200085
86 021 3606-7788
http://www.bulgarihotels.com
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Adrian Zhang
Wine on list: 340 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 160 - 680 RMB
It would not be difficult to simply stick with the wines offered
‘by the glass’ to ensure a successful selection. Italy dominates
but only just with many stellar French wines and more.
Champagne is a highlight but in the end, Italy rules. Good
spirits, especially whiskies.

BEAUBOURG 🍷
泊
2600 Longteng Avenue, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
64668606
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Samuel Yang
Wine on list: 74 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 788 RMB
An impressive collection of wines by the glass are on offer, and
they have been sourced widely. French wines dominate, mostly
from the value end of the spectrum, but there are plenty of
other options. There is an excellent collection of single malt
whiskies to enjoy.

Guangdong 518052
+8675581390065
https://www.andazshenzhenbay.com
Cuisine: Classic Bar
Wine list by Scott Duan
Wine on list: 62 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 168 RMB
Bar 1919 is as the name implies a bar with an outstanding list
of spirits and cocktails. The snappy list of wines acts in a
supporting role with a tight selection offered by the glass.
Reach to the top shelf if you wish with a 2006 Ch Petrus or
settle for a glass of Pascal Jolivet Pouilly Fume. Either way,
you'll have fun at Bar 1919.

BEIJING HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 🍷🍷
京华阁
No.68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005
86 10 5911 8888
https://www.beijingclubhouse.com/en-US/index.aspx
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Captain Wang
Wine on list: 350 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 280 RMB
A heavy French accent can be clearly heard here, with a
distinct Bordeaux and Burgundy edge. But among the DRC, the
LeFlaives and the First and Second Growth superstars, you
will find a solid and engaging international wine selection.
New World gems from Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Argentina and the odd Chinese red bring a contrasting view to
the classic stars from Europe. The emphasis is on aged wines,
in particular.

BELLA NAPOLI 🍷
美丽纳波利
Changle road, Lane 946, nr4, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
021-62488985
http://www.bellanapoli-sh.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Guido Esposito
Wine on list: 31 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 45 - 65 RMB
An unashamedly Italian list which offers some excellent value
wines, some lesser known emerging efforts and some familiar
names. The intention is to match the style of cuisine and this
has been admirably achieved. Plenty here to enjoy. Supported
by other beverages.

BELLE VUE, GRAND HYATT SHENZHEN 🍷
悦景扒房
1881 Baoan Nan Road Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518001
0755-82661234
http://www.grandhyattshenzhen.com
Cuisine: French and Grill
Wine list by Grant Wu
Wine on list: 175 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB
There's much like with this tight, thoughtful selection. French
wines are the main focus with the rest of the world of wine
adding good support. Local wines are celebrated, as are the
top Champagne houses and the best chateaux of Bordeaux.
The winelist's emphasis on full flavoured red wines works well
with the beef orientated menu. The use of magnums for the 'by
the glass' list adds flair and fun.

BISTRO WANG 🍷

BOR EATERY 🍷

Shimao 52+ mini mall, L501, Wuyi & Jianxiang Roads,
Changsha, Hunan 410005
+86 0731-82020892
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/changsha/bistro_wang
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Mona Li
Wine on list: 95 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB
Plenty of intriguing options ‘by the glass’ to kick off this tight
and rather quirky list. Presented varietally which will appeal to
many, it makes it easy to find some favourites. Some local
offerings as well, plus an excellent selection of malt whiskies.

2F, 322 Anfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
+86 021 62667909
http://www.boreatery.com.cn
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 63 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 95 RMB
An intriguing list. Starts a little slowly but does blossom once
its starts to get into the French regions, though there are plenty
of wines from top producers from other wine regions from
around the globe. Very well supported with spirits and other
beverages.

BRASSERIE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷
巴黎人法式餐厅
Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macaurestaurants/brasserie.html
Cuisine: Traditional French
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 449 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 155 MOP
This impressive list chooses breadth over depth and covers the
most important wine regions of the globe picking out classic
wines to tempt as well as good value quaffers to delight their
customers. There is something for everyone. Unfortunately,
there are no vintages on the Wines by the Glass.

BRASSERIE ON G, CONRAD HOTEL TIAN
JIN 🍷
No.46 Tianta Road, Nankai District, Tianjin 300381
862258886666
https://www.hilton.com/en/hotels/tsntnci-conrad-tianjin/dining/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Rano Shi Qiang
Wine on list: 117 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 298 RMB
Choose your own adventure here: Prestige,
Organic/Biodynamic, Cellar Selection, Celebratory, wine by
the glass or just a nice bottle of well-priced wine from across
the world, including China. There is certainly plenty of choice
to be had. The international wine list, with a strong French
contingent, comes complete with score ratings from major wine
critics, just in case you need some assistance. However, there
are plenty of familiar, quality names here to enjoy. Check out
the whisk/ey list to end the night on a top note.

BRASSERIE 1893, WALDORF ASTORIA
BEIJING 🍷🍷
鸢尾宫1893
5-15 Jinyu Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100006
+86(0)10 85208989
https://waldorfastoriahotels.com.cn/zhcn/hotel/beijing/waldorf-astoria-beijingBJSWAWA/index.html
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Zachary Zheng
Wine on list: 199 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 130 - 180 RMB
A tight selection for ‘by the glass’ but a good one – Craggy
Range, Tignanello, Grace, Roda and more. And that theme
continues throughout the list. As well as plenty of classics,
some exciting emerging stars from all over the globe, although
France leads the way.

BREAD STREET, ATLANTIS SANYA 🍷
36 North Haitang Road, Haitang Bay, Sanya, Hainan 572013
+86 89888986666
https://www.atlantissanya.cn
Cuisine: British & Mediterranean
Wine list by Victor Long
Wine on list: 210 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 158 RMB
The Bread Street winelist seeks to bring the wide world of wine
to its customers - and succeeds admirably. All bases are
covered - be a classic burgundy, German spätburgunder or an
obscure Swiss pinot noir. The short 'by the glass' list works well
with the rollcall of champagnes from both the Grande Marque
houses and small growers adds gravitas. There's no need to go
thirsty with this splendid list.

BRUT EATERY HUANGPU 🍷
The Roof Mall G03,Madang Rd 458 Nong No.1, Huangpu
District, Shanghai 200001
86-021-63295787
https://www.timeoutshanghai.com/venue/Restaurants-WesternContemporary/Fusion/90335/Brut-Eatery-Wine-Bar-andRestaurant.html
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Joe Tang
Wine on list: 221 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB
A relaxed wine bar which offers a selection of easy drinking,
popular wines of good flavour and exceptional value. A wide
range, which ranges widely. Italy might take pride of place
here but numerous other options are available. Just the sort of
list you want when you need a good value glass of wine with
friends.

CAFE CHA, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷
咖啡CHA
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089
010-88826715
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/shangrila/
Cuisine: International Buffet
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 67 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 268 RMB
A smart list of international and local stars for an international
clientele, Cafe Cha sources a lot of familiar quality wines to
enjoy from Roederer, Dönnhoff and Cloudy Bay to Ornellaia
and Coppola. There's something for everyone in price, region
and style. This list contributes to furthering your Chinese wine
education too.

BRUT EATERY XUHUI 🍷
悦璞食堂
Zhaojiabang Road No.238, Shanghai, 200001
86-021-64086783
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d14031375-Reviews-Brut_Eatery_Zhaojiabang_RoadShanghai.html
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Joe Tang
Wine on list: 58 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 45 - 50 RMB
A relaxed wine bar which offers a selection of easy drinking,
popular wines of good flavour and exceptional value. A wide
range, which ranges widely. Italy might take pride of place
here but numerous other options are available. Just the sort of
list you want when you need a good value glass of wine with
friends.

CAFE GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE
🍷🍷🍷
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8199
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middle-house
Cuisine: Contemporary European
Wine list by James Teng
Wine on list: 398 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 418 RMB
For those willing to leave it to the staff, some excellent food
and wine matching options are provided. Exciting array of
champagnes follow a wide-ranging selection ‘by the glass’. A
good offering of local wines and some great names amongst the
French and Italian. Excellent list.

CALYPSO, JINGAN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷

CAMINETTO 🍷

地中海餐厅酒廊

G06-07Shop,Building D,The Roof,Lane 458,MaDang Road,
Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001
17126677323
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/24925/caminetto
Cuisine: Modern Italian
Wine list by Prada Zhong
Wine on list: 121 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 135 RMB
Offers a solid array of fine Champagnes, but is most impressive
when it comes to the Italians, including some great names here
– Masseto, Ornellaia, Sassicaia, Solaia from Tuscany and
equally impressive names from Piedmont and elsewhere.
Italian spirits excel but there are many options.

No. 1218 Middle Yan’an Road Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+862122038888
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 68 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 95 - 1980 RMB
This is an impressive international list especially because of its
extensive by the glass collection (most notable because of its
clever use of Coravin) and half bottles. While France is a
major focus it pays due attention to other European countries,
the Americas and Australasia.

CANGYUE, HYATT R EGENCY BEIJING
WANGJING 🍷🍷
藏月
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyattregencybeijing-wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Hannah Liu
Wine on list: 181 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 120 RMB
This Beijing restaurant serves Cantonese cuisine alongside a
thoughtful wine list which features well-known wine producers
from around the world. A key focus throughout is value for
money. The list by the glass is tiny however most customers will
have no trouble finding a wine that suits their tastes. The list
has breadth rather than depth and contains many familiar
names from the best wine producing countries around the
world and, when appropriate whether the wine is organic,
biodynamic or natural. It's a list that you can trust.

炼舍

CANTON TABLE, THREE ON THE BUND 🍷
三号黄浦会
5/F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200002
86 021 63213737
http://www.threeonthebund.com
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Richard Luo
Wine on list: 83 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB
A Champagne collection dominated by quality producers such
as Philipponnat and Perrier Jouët. A trip around the world
with a sprinkling of everything and some classics such as Lafite
and Rousseau Chambertin for those wishing to go down that
road. Some local Chinese selections as well. Solid for other
beverages.

CASA DON ALFONSO, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
當奧豐素1890意式料理
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7722
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/casa-don-alfonso
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17900 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
This is a first class luxury collection of wine and is based on
the master list of the Grand Lisboa Hotel in Macau. It has a
bewilderingly good range of vintages of the most sought after
wines in the world. Few, if any, places in the world could
match it. There's an astounding presentation of Dom Perignon
and a comprehensive list of luxury champagnes; multiple
vintages of all of the great white Burgundies and Chablis;
Vouvrary from Marc Bredif back to 1893; surely the world's
best collection of sweet German whites; all the greatest
producers of Red Burgundy in the great years, not only the best
Bordeaux but several vintages of less well-known St Emilion.
As well as all this, there are heaps of top Californian,
Australian, Italian and Spanish reds as well as dessert wines
and fortifieds. Y'quem back to 1825: who would believe. We
would like to see more younger, fresher whites and a more
appropriate list by the glass, given the restaurant's Italian
theme.

CATCH, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷
佰鲜汇
5 Zhujiang West Road, Pearl River New City, Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623
+86 20 88833300
https://www.fourseasons.com/guangzhou/dining/restaurants/cat
ch/
Cuisine: Western Seafood and Grill
Wine list by Lucas Hall, Harry He
Wine on list: 295 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 198 RMB
There's plenty to please the discerning wine-lover on the Catch
winelist. All bases are covered with an emphasis on the classic
wines of the old world. That said, there's also breath to the list
with new world wines nicely covered. The keen eyed client will
find numerous good value wines with those that wish to splash
out suitability enticed to do so.

CATHAY ROOM (THE), FAIRMONT PEACE
HOTEL 🍷🍷

CENTRO, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷
炫酷

华懋阁

No 1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(86 10)8565 2398
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 231 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 228 RMB
A quirky, idiosyncratic presentation for sure, but that can’t
hide that this is a list with plenty of big names and very fine
wines. Australia well represented, as are many regions. Solid
big name champagnes and a mouthwatering array of DRC.
Excellent spirits and associated beverages.

20 Nanjing Road East, Shanghai, 200001
+86 21 6138 6888
https://www.fairmont.com/peace-hotel-shanghai
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Xing Tong
Wine on list: 158 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 109 - 339 RMB
Plenty of quality options, ‘by the glass’, to kick off this list.
Good focus on quality producers. The list does look to many
countries around the globe but France is key, especially the
wines from Bordeaux. Care taken here with mature examples
as well. Excellent list of spirits.

CHAO SHANG CHAO 🍷🍷
潮上潮（正大店）
Fourth Floor, Zhengda Center, Guanghua Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100020
010-85962666
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chaozhou
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 467 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 188 RMB
A new restaurant and wine list that makes a real splash with its
comprehensive listing of French wines with a focus on
Burgundy and Bordeaux. Outside of chardonnay and pinot noir
you can experience a broader range of tastes from Europe and
New World winemakers. Particularly exciting is the exploration
of Chinese white wines and a large collection of reds. Wines of
the US are also worth a look and do visit the large whisky
contingent, it's drool-worthy!

CHAR BAR & GRILL GUANGZHOU,
INTERCONTINENTAL GUANGZHOU
EXHIBITION CENTER 🍷
恰餐厅
828 Yuejiang Middle Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510308
+86 (0)20 8922 8888
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/guangzhou/c
anec/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Seafood & Steakhouse
Wine list by Ronnie Hu
Wine on list: 100 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 198 RMB
This well curated list offers something for everyone be it a 1st
Growth Bordeaux or a Stellenbosch red. Local wines are
acknowledged as are the emerging wines of the new world.
While France remains the focus, Italian wines are well
represented as is Spain. Th emphasis on bolder red wines
works well in this superior steakhouse.

CHAR BAR & GRILL BEIJING,
INTERCONTINENTAL BEIJING SANLITUN
🍷🍷
恰牛扒房
No.1 South Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
+86 10 8516 0065
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/beijing/pegh
e/hoteldetail
Cuisine: International Steakhouse
Wine list by Bob Jiang
Wine on list: 173 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB
Spirit lovers will certainly enjoy the concept of a Gin Garden
and much more, especially the wonderful array of whiskies,
both Scottish and Japanese, but a jeroboam of 2004 Dom
Perignon might be even more appealing to many of us.
Extensive options ‘by the glass’ and the list contains many of
the great names from around the world. if this is corrected
next year, expect the appropriate scores.

CHATEAU DIONNE 🍷🍷
红酒西餐厅
486 Jianguo West Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
2164338806
http://winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Jiang Zhanglin
Wine on list: 139 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 13800 RMB
Bordeaux lovers will be right at home here, with some mature
gems included. Burgundy nearly matches it. France is the
overall leading light here, but there are fine wines from many
other regions supporting them. Champagne is another
highlight, as are the whiskies.

CHIADO, THE LONDONER MACAO 🍷🍷
希雅度葡国餐厅
Shop 2206, Level 2, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.londonermacao.com/macaurestaurants/chiado.html
Cuisine: Portuguese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 554 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 48 - 108 MOP
A fantastic array of Portuguese wines awaits the diner at
Chiado in addition to a fine selection of top producers from
around the world. In the last year, the wine list has grown
substantially to reach a new level of excellence, and much of
that centres around its core Portuguese theme. The country's
top wines are on display and in harmony with the food. Start
with a glass of wine - each wine comes with a helpful tasting
note. Maybe a sparkling alvarinho, floral loureiro or touriga
nacional blend? The country's major wine regions are explored
fully on the list, but do make a point of visiting the
extraordinary listing of world-famous fortifieds to finish the
night on a high note.

CHINA GRILL, PARK HYATT BEIJING 🍷🍷
北京亮
Level 66, 2 Jianguomenwai Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100022
1085671098
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyattbeijing/beiph/dining
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Nina Mengjiao
Wine on list: 301 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 330 RMB
The use of Coravin is always encouraging, though its use could
surely be extended. The care taken with this list is immediately
apparent with the old and rare offerings. Extensive and
appealing champagne collection, quality Germans and some
superstar French wines. The focus is very much on the tried
and tested, the much-loved producers.

CHÚN, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
淳

CHURCHILL'S TABLE, THE LONDONER
MACAO 🍷🍷🍷

Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 88062388
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hant/cotai/dining/chun
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 1248 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 250 MOP
This list begins with a scintillating tea list, some tea cocktails
and Chinese spirits. After this it's the same list as that at Grill
58. The exception to this is the Wine by the Glass list which,
while offering good choices, doesn't have the breadth of the
other list. There's an impressive collection of French wines
especially strong in mature bottles of some of that country's
finest. The range from other countries around the globe will
delight with an international palate.

丘吉尔餐厅
Level 1, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-restaurants/churchillstable.html
Cuisine: Mediterranean plus the English afternoon tea plus a
dessert experience
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 530 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 80 - 110 MOP
Churchill's Table has a very big wine list with wines from all
over the world. We were impressed to see a selection of both
still and sparkling wines from England, as well as China and
far further abroad. There is a large selection of teas, spirits
and other drinks for those who seek more than wine.

CLUB EMMELYN 🍷🍷🍷
101, 1F, 62 Jinsui Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510000
+86 18811848277
https://www.facebook.com/clubemmelyn/
Cuisine: Contemporary European
Wine list by Sean Chen
Wine on list: 417 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 338 RMB

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷🍷
高雅扒房

Sommelier Sean Chen has curated a splendid winelist for this
new entrant to the Guangzhou hospitality scene. All bases are
covered with an impressive depth and breath. Looking for a
prestige Champagne, 1st Growth Bordeaux or exclusive
Burgundy? Sean has just the wine for you. New wave styles and
amber wines are well covered as too benchmarks from across
the vinous globe. The extensive 'by the glass' list adds a final
flourish. You won't go thirsty at Club Emmelyn.

No. 203 Largo de Monte Carlo, Macau, Macau (and SAR)
999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.sandsmacao.com/dining/fine-dining/copasteakhouse.html
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 392 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 245 MOP
The list at Copa Steakhouse shows us a vast array of wines
from all over the world. Leon Tan is responsible for the list at
Golden Court, Churchill's Table and here, all of which bare the
hallmarks of his selections. Aged wines nestled in alongside
current vintage, and rare, hard to find older vintages alongside
their new world counterparts. All of the big names from the
best years in Burgundy and Bordeaux are contained herein very impressive.

COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷

CPEARL OYSTER DINING 🍷

壳里西餐厅

斯普汇生蚝牛排餐厅

No.29, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768127
http://www.coquille.com.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 82 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB
By the glass options from around the globe. The list then is very
much one for Francophiles, with choices ranging far and wide
across that nation, with some New World stars to conclude. The
requisite superstars and a nod to some aged examples round off
the list.

No.14, Xinyuan Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100024
8601057245886
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g294212d11888543-Reviews-C_pearl_Cafe-Beijing.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 69 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 59 - 79 RMB
A lively, approachable wine listing that works well whether the
diner is concentrating on oysters and shellfish - a specialty - or
wishes to move into the range of prime steaks also available.
The listing is curated to please with a good range of styles,
makers and regions represented from both the Old and New
Worlds of wine. The C-pearl group has also enlisted its own
range of house wines sourced from the Central Valley, Chile.

Best Wine List - Southern China

CPEARL OYSTER STEAK + HOT POT 🍷

CUI RESTAURANT 🍷

斯普汇生蚝牛排馆海鲜火锅

翠玲珑

No.9 World City, Jinhui Rd, Chaoyang District, Beijing,
100024
86 15301312939
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Seafood Hot Pot
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 70 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 59 - 79 RMB
A lively, approachable wine listing that works well whether the
diner is concentrating on oysters and shellfish - a specialty of
the restaurant - or wishes to move into the range of prime
steaks also available. The listing is curated to please with a
good range of styles, makers and regions represented from both
the Old and New Worlds of wine. The C-pearl group has also
enlisted its own range of house wines sourced from the Central
Valley, Chile.

No.669-1,Xiangnanli,South Wanxiang Road,High-tech District,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610093
+86(28)86116666
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Sichuan
Wine list by Wesley Shi
Wine on list: 185 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 258 RMB
There's a lot of love for Champagne on this smart, thoughtprovoking wine list. It starts with The Story of Champagne told
in story and in wine. That's an excellent history lesson right
there. Wines by the glass are by Coravin and then it's on to a
sophisticated wine list highlighting the odd bio-dynamic
producer together with classic and emerging stars and styles
from around the world. Prices are fair and there are plenty of
excellent wine experiences to be enjoyed from on-trend
Orange/Amber wines to fresh, young whites from Argentina,
South Africa, Australia and Europe, through to superstar red
winemakers such as Rousseau, Penfolds, Sine Qua Non and
Screaming Eagle.

DA FILIPPO TRATTORIA 🍷

DA VITTORIO SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

Shop 3203-3204A, 3/F, Gateway Arcade, Harbour City, 21
Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852- 21171984
https://www.facebook.com/dafilippo.hk/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Choi Shing Fung, Calvin
Wine on list: 19 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 70 - 90 HKD
Da Fillippo Trattoria shows us what a micro list can look like!
At only 19 wines this list is compact to say the least, yet they
manage to include a 2007 Elvio Cogno Barolo, some aged
Champagne, aged Bordeaux, and a smattering of value-formoney European wines in there as well. Quite remarkable.

3rd floor, N3 Building 600 Zhongshan Road East No.2,
Shanghai, 200000
+86 21 63302198
https://www.davittorio.com/en/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Emanuele Restelli
Wine on list: 750 (36 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 120 - 888 RMB
Best Independent Restaurant List
An outstanding collection of the finest wine with over 700
labels on offer. As expected, Italy is showcased in all its glory,
from a stunning selection of Franciacorta, a spotlight on the
producer Gaja, a stunning set of Barbarescos and a superb
listing of Super Tuscans. In addition, there is an excellent
range from other classic regions with Burgundy and Bordeaux
absolute standouts. The by-the-glass offering is lengthy and
complex, with three dozen wines on offer, all served using the
Coravin system, allowing wines like Sassicaia to be served by
the glass. If it all seems overwhelming, you can always opt for
one of two wine pairings to accompany your meal. It is a
breathtaking list, completely befitting of this 2 Michelin-starred
Italian restaurant.

DAI YUET HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON
NANJING 🍷🍷

DIJING JING CAIXUAN 🍷🍷

帝粤轩

No 53 Huang Pu Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200000
2136338666
http://jingcaixuan.cn
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Jay Shi, Queenie Xu
Wine on list: 105 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A high-end list with a stunning selection of wine from the major
wine-producing regions of the world. It focuses on the classic
wines regions of Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux, the Rhone
Valley, Piedmont and Tuscany. There are also some fine
examples from Spain, Germany and China, and some quality
reds from the USA and Australia. In addition, there are a
number of rare and limited wines for discerning connoisseurs.
In addition, you will find a good selection of Japanese sake and
Chinese spirits.

18 Zhongshan Road, Xuanwu District, Nanjing, Jiangsu
210018
862569788888
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/nanjing
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Henry Ng
Wine on list: 280 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 168 RMB
An elegant list that focuses on the world's finest wines and
presents them with refinement and grace. French wines are the
focus, particularly from the prestigious areas of Burgundy and
Bordeaux, though there are also worthy inclusions from the
Rhone, Loire Valley and Alsace. As for the rest of the world, it
is a blue ribbon set of names, from Robert Weil and Dr Loosen
in Germany to Grosset and Tyrrell's in Australia to Antinori
and Frescobaldi in Italy. It is great to see China represented,
and there is also a lengthy, high-quality selection from the USA
and Spain. Although there is strength across all wine styles, the
red wines are the highlight.

DIN YUE JI PIN 🍷🍷🍷
頂粵吉品
No. 228, Shizheng S. 1st Rd., Xitun District, Taichung, Taiwan
407028
04 2253 4688
https://www.facebook.com/dyjipin/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Lin Chang
Wine on list: 460 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 260 - 3000 TWD
Best Wine List - Taiwan
A stunning collection of fine wine to please the most discerning
of palates. To start, there is an exceptional selection by the
glass, with the best wines served using the Coravin system. The
sparkling choice is excellent, inclusive of a good set of Blanc de
Blancs and high-end vintage Champagnes plus Franciacorta
and Cava. It is fabulous to see a page of Taiwanese wines and
spirits, and there's also a fine selection of sake. Prestigious
wines from established, reputable labels pepper the list,
including a strong set from Bordeaux, Rhone Valley, Spain and
Italy. And there are also a few contemporary styles, such as
pet-nats and amber wines. But the true highlight of the wine
list is the lengthy selection of high-end Burgundies, which is
guaranteed to take your breath away.

帝景·晶采轩

DINING ROOM HANGZHOU , PARK HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
悦轩
1366 Qianjiang Rd. Shangcheng District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
310000
+86 571 8696 1234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatthangzhou/hanph
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Cynthia Chen, Max Chen
Wine on list: 164 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 128 RMB
A refined list and a fitting accompaniment to the opulent
surrounds and district views of The Dining Room. It is an
international list with a range of styles to complement the mix
of Hangzhou, Zhejiang and Cantonese cuisines. The list opens
with a fine wine selection that includes top Chinese producers
such as Ao Yun and Longdai sitting comfortably alongside
global gems from Bordeaux, Burgundy, Tuscany and the
Barossa Valley. The varietal diversity is to be applauded, with
many styles available from nerello mascalese to carricante.
There is also an excellent selection of sake and spirits,
including a particularly lengthy whisky collection.

DISTRICT EIGHT ALTO 🍷

DOT X LITTLE UNIVERSE 🍷🍷🍷

Alto Residences, Shop 10, G/F, 29 Tong Yin St, , Tseung
Kwan O, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
3500 5860
https://district8.com.hk
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Robin Russelle Samonte
Wine on list: 53 (32 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 75 - 165 HKD
The list at District 8 is a concise little list (only 53 wines) and
we applaud it for its concise and succinct approach to the wine
offering. Talk about making it simple for us, the drinkers.
There's an interesting spread of modern and classical
producers from all over the world, and the pricing is
competitive. What more could we ask for? Oh, a 30% discount
on House Wines from 5-7pm (Mon-Fri) would help, sure!

小宇宙酒馆
167 Xinle Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
17317449252
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/shanghai/dot_x_little_universe_t3
m9
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Melo Yang
Wine on list: 346 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 45 - 95 RMB
Here is a well-organised, globally diverse selection of wines
that focuses on the classic regions of the wine world. Quality
European wines are a highlight, particularly the wines from
France, Italy and Germany. There is also a selection of ontrend styles, plus wines made using organic and biodynamic
principles. It is great to see many wines with age, which will
please true wine lovers. High-quality producers are a key
feature of the list.

DUKE'S, THE LANGHAM, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 EIGHT (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
爵廊
7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen,
8 餐廳
Guangdong 518040
86 755 8828 9888
https://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Wines and Grill
Wine list by Julia Zhu
Wine on list: 393 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB
Duke’s sommelier Julia Zhu presides over an international
wine list that has much to tempt the connoisseur. It is the type
of list that wine lovers love to hunt through, finding that
magical combination of producer, region and vintage. Rather
than just being a list of the usual suspects, you will find handpicked wines that offer quality and value. For example, you can
choose from a good selection of montepulcianos and gamays as
well as aspirational Burgundies, Tuscan beauties and aged
Bordeaux. There is also a lengthy selection by the glass, a
curated selection of fine Chinese wines, and some lovely aged
Australian reds. If you wish to explore the world of wine, this is
a fine place to do so.

2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7788
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/the-8
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17900 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
Part of the Park Hyatt group, so expect a professional
approach with good international coverage, with Italy a
feature, across what is a tight 102-wine list. Top name
producers of quality are shown preference. The wines by the
glass selection is noted for its inclusion of wines from Jaboulet,
Ricasoli and Gaja. It's a tempting wine list that packs a lot into
a small list.

ELITE CLUB 🍷🍷🍷
菁禧荟

EMERALD SEA, CROWNE PLAZA
CHONGQING JIEFANGBEI 🍷

600 Zhongshan East Road, 4th Floor BFC South, Huangpu
District, Shanghai 200001
021-62677177
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Neo-Teochew
Wine list by Lu Yang
Wine on list: 123 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
This exquisite, high-end list has wine from two regions only:
Champagne and Burgundy. The delicacy, complexity and
refinement of these two highly prized wine styles complement
the restaurant’s Neo-Teochew cuisine. It is a highly curated
selection, with quality at the forefront of all the listing
decisions. Within the Champagne selection, you can choose
from grand, well-known houses or small growers. Within
Burgundy, a range of appellations are represented, so you will
find good entry-level options plus many premier and grand cru
wines. It is a glittering array of the best producers ensuring
diners can have a wine experience of the highest degree.

雅轩中餐厅

ENSUE 🍷🍷🍷

F. BISTRO (THE) 🍷🍷

40F, 4088 Yitian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518000
+86 188 2343 7333
https://www.ensue-sz.com
Cuisine: New Napa
Wine list by Della Tang
Wine on list: 670 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 118 - 2640 RMB
This high-end Shenzhen restaurant is a previous winner of
China's Wine List of the Year Award. It has a refined wine
offering complete with a stellar collection of wines by-theglass. Well-balanced and international, the list has a strong
focus on wines from California's Napa Valley. The Champagne
and red Burgundy collections are particularly impressive.

法国小酒馆

No.101 Minzu Road, Yuzhong District, Chongqing 400010
(86)23 8906 6888
https://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/gb/en/chongqing/chg
ha/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Sichuan & Cantonese
Wine list by Michael She
Wine on list: 66 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 38 - 68 RMB
A modest world wine list of little pretension hitting price points
that everyone can afford. Many of the names will be familiar:
Nederburg, Masi, Banfi, Kim Crawford, Brown Brothers, etc.
And for those who wish to break out and celebrate there is a
small core of top Burgundy and Bordeaux names to consider.

1 Yundang Rd, Bld. 124 #102, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian
363000
0592-2281102
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g297407d3822569-Reviews-The_F_Bistro-Xiamen_Fujian.html
Cuisine: Bistro
Wine list by Zhang Wenfeng
Wine on list: 45 (45 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 90 - 500 RMB
The F Bistrot has been a strong performer in these awards for
many years. The mainly French wine list has had a makeover:
smaller, tighter, and focused on small winemakers quality.
What’s more, all of the 45 are available by the glass, as well as
the bottle! You will find producers who employ
sustainable/organic/biodynamic techniques, including those
who adopt a less is more approach. It is fabulous to have so
many premium labels available, including from Burgundy,
allowing you to try several different wines throughout the
evening. There are also helpful descriptions and tasting notes
to help you select a palate-pleasing wine.

FG WINE HOUSE 🍷🍷
福广私宴

FIFTY 8⁰ GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷

282 Wan Hang Du Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
021-52996717
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by David.Liu
Wine on list: 200 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 180 - 880 RMB

111 Pudong Road (S), Pudong, Shanghai 200120
+86 021-2082 9888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong/finedining
Cuisine: Fine Dining
Wine list by Kevin Chan
Wine on list: 366 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 180 RMB
The strength of this established wine list is the Old World
offering. There’s an extensive collection of Italian and French
wines, with the Bordeaux selection a highlight. Most key wine
regions are represented, and the varietal and style diversity is
impressive. Don’t miss the fortified wines by-the-glass as well
as the lengthy high-end spirit collection.

Best Club List
The impressive selection of high-end French wine sets the tone
for this sophisticated list. The Burgundy selection is stunning,
with many prestigious names, though the same can be said for
the Bordeaux collection. The Coravin system is used to pour an
incredible selection of premier wines by the glass. This is
undoubtedly a fabulous place for true wine lovers.

FIREBIRD 🍷
219, 2nd floor, Block A, Renhe New Town, Chenghan South
Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000
028-83208998
https://chengdu-expat.com/places/firebird-modern-french-grillrestaurant/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Enoch Zhang
Wine on list: 87 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 48 - 88 RMB
Another new listing to arise in 2020 that works its French food
and wine theme well, alternating between the icons - Chateau
Margaux, Cheval Blanc, Petrus - and some of the more
affordable and easy to get to know names from across France,
Europe and the New World. It covers quite a lot of territory,
including local Chinese producers. Look out for multiple
vintages from some of the big wine names, always good to see,
and

FIREPLACE (THE), HYATT REGENCY
SUZHOU 🍷🍷
悦庐
88 Huachi Street, SIP, Suzhou, Jiangsu 215028
(0512)62881234-3430
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/hyatt-regencysuzhou/suzhr
Cuisine: Mediterranean style
Wine list by Henri Chen
Wine on list: 126 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 58 - 138 RMB
An eclectic selection of wine with a focus on natural, organic
and biodynamic producers. There’s also an excellent selection
of grower Champagnes that showcase the diversity of style in
the region. It is great to see producers such as Cos, Ampeleia
and Eric Texier gracing the pages of the list. A contemporary
selection of exciting wines that will delight the curious wine
lover.

FLAIR NANJING, THE RITZ-CARLTON
NANJING 🍷🍷

FLYING CATCH (THE), SHANGRILA,QINGDAO 🍷🍷

No 18 Zhongshan Road, Xuanwu District , Nanjing, Jiangsu
210018
862569788888
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/nanjing
Cuisine: South-East Asian Tapas
Wine list by Henry Ng
Wine on list: 110 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 1500 RMB
The Ritz-Carlton’s rooftop restaurant & bar offers its diners
the finest wines, cocktails and spirits. The extensive
Champagne selection, filled with well-known prestigious
brands, is a great way to start. Though the signature cocktails
are also worth a look. The compact main list is presented by
variety, with classy representatives from key global regions.
The strength of the brands listed makes it hard to put a step
wrong.

No.9 Xianggang Middle Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266000
86-83883838 EXT 6900
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/qingdao/shangrila/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Jennifer Yu
Wine on list: 114 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 48 - 168 RMB
Solid options for those looking to stick with the ‘by the glass’
options. Then a stunning selection of DRC and top flight
Bordeaux, both looking to mature examples. Some local wines
and plenty of appealing selections from around the globe round
out a fine list.

FORTY8 , PARK HYATT HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
潮酒吧

FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON SHANGHAI
HONGQIAO 🍷

1366 Qianjiang Rd. Shangcheng District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
310000
+86 571 8696 1234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatthangzhou/hanph
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Cynthia Chen, Max Chen
Wine on list: 164 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 128 RMB
The list opens with a fine wine selection that includes top
Chinese producers such as Ao Yun and Longdai sitting
comfortably alongside global gems from Bordeaux, Burgundy,
Tuscany and the Barossa Valley. The varietal diversity is to be
applauded, with many styles available from nerello mascalese
to carricante. There is also an excellent selection of sake and
spirits, including a particularly lengthy whisky collection.

Building B. Luyuan International Plaza, No.227 Hui Long Rd,
Qing Pu District, Shanghai 201700
+86 21 3920 9666
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/shafq-four-pointsshanghai-hongqiao/
Cuisine: Shanghai
Wine list by Shawn Qin, ShengShen Li
Wine on list: 25 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 68 - 88 RMB
This very small list is distinguished by a fascinating range of
wines from China by the glass and the bottle. Apart from that
there are a collection of wines from countries around the world
such as South Africa, New Zealand, Italy and Spain.

FRASCA, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8168
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middlehouse/restaurants-and-bars/frasca/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by James Teng
Wine on list: 133 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 795 RMB
James Teng (suitably supported by Luca Li) has curated an all
Italian winelist that's in perfect accord with the Frasca likewise
Italianate menu. The layout is clean, clear and consistent with
excellent varietal descriptions and quirky acknowledgement of
bio-dynamic winegrowers. The informative maps and sketches
add pizzazz, elevating the Frasca winelist into the top echelon.

G RESTAURANT & BAR, GUANGZHOU
GRAND HYATT 🍷🍷
G餐厅
12 Zhujiang West Road,Pearl River New City,Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623
020 8396 1234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/grand-hyattguangzhou/guagh
Cuisine: Steak & Seafood
Wine list by Barry Chen
Wine on list: 183 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 55 - 170 RMB
Plenty of delicious, international wines to accompany the
wood-fired steaks and seafood. There are eighteen wines-bythe-glass which is excellent to see. Italy and France are
highlights of the by-the-bottle list, but you will also find quality
New World wines, including from Chile, Australia and the US.
If you are looking for high-end wine, there is a swanky set in
the ‘Sommelier Selection’ pages at the start of the list, inclusive
of premier Bordeaux and global icon wines.

FUDAO 🍷🍷
孚道
Yi Heng Dong Dao Industry Park，No.3 He Ping Li Street,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100000
135-0112-6352
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g294212d14767058-Reviews-Fudao_Art_Museum_RestaurantBeijing.html
Cuisine: French Fusion
Wine list by Summer Zhou
Wine on list: 93 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 128 RMB
A tight but well crafted list, which picks the eyes out of fine
wine regions around the world. Plenty of big names – like
Ornellaia, Au Bon Climat, Oakridge and more – amongst the
value options. A lot of care has obviously gone into the
selection of Burgundies.

GENTLE L 🍷🍷
2nd Floor, 1003 Shennan Avenue, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518026
13823687528
https://archello.com/project/gentle-l-by-alan-yu
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Yuna Pan
Wine on list: 130 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 185 RMB
Gentle L celebrates all things French with (naturally) an
emphasis on the classical wines of France. That said, there's a
solid rollcall of vinous delights from other 'old world' regions
and the new. The sommelier recommendations add gravitas
with the acknowledge of bio-dynamic and sustainable
winemaking an added bonus. Vive la France.

GEORG (THE) 🍷🍷

GIADA GARDEN, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷

No.1 Jade River, 45 Dongbuyaqiao Hutong, Dianmen East
Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100009
+86 10 84085300
https://guide.michelin.com/en/beijingmunicipality/beijing/restaurant/the-georg
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Ida Su
Wine on list: 185 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 98 - 358 RMB
The George winelist is focussed on the classic wines of France
spiced with vinous gems for around the world. There's a good
depth of Champagne and both white and red Burgundy with top
producers and the best vintages represented.

迦达花园餐厅

GLI AZZURRI 🍷

GOLDEN COURT, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷🍷

Unit 33, 48 Renmin South Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610041
028 8555 0044
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g297463d19414332-Reviews-Gli_Azzurri-Chengdu_Sichuan.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Daniel Deng
Wine on list: 60 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 1388 RMB
A small, well-priced wine list with Italy in its sights, Gli Azzurri
plays to the Italian theme while occasionally looking beyond its
boundaries for added inspiration. A range of regions is
celebrated from the established classics of Piedmont and
Tuscany to the rising stars of Sicily and Friuli.

金沙阁

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100020
086-186 7671 3298
http://www.shangrila.com/beijing/chinaworld/dining/restaurants/giada-garden/
Cuisine: Modern Italian
Wine list by Lily Jing
Wine on list: 32 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 108 - 388 RMB
Giada Garden proudly displays its Italian focus with a small
well-focused list and plenty of wines by the glass. There is
broad coverage of the best Italian regions and an exploration
of indigenous Italian varieties. If you're looking for good value
or some of the country's finest, here's a good place to start.

3rd Floor, No. 203 Largo de Monte Carlo , Macau, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.sandsmacao.com/dining/fine-dining/goldencourt.html
Cuisine: Contemporary Cantonese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 392 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 245 MOP
The list at Golden Court shows us a vast array of wines from
all over the world. Leon Tan is responsible for this list at
Golden Court, Churchill's Table and Copa Steakhouse, all of
which bare the hallmarks of his selections. Aged wines nestled
in alongside current vintage, and rare, hard to find older
vintages alongside their new world counterparts. All of the big
names from Burgundy and Bordeaux are contained herein. We
were particularly impressed with the selection of Chnese
liquor, tea and sake, all of which suit the Dim Sum cuisine
perfectly.

GRAND BUFFET (THE) 🍷🍷
62/F Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen's Road East, Wan Chai,
Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
25060888
http://thegrandbuffet.hk
Cuisine: International Buffet
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 350 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 485 HKD
A revolving buffet restaurant is a double whammy - an ever
changing feast for the eyes and the belly. This applies to the
impressive wine list on offer. The list traverses most of the
major wine growing regions across the globe, and offers a
decisively broad selection of wines, perfect fo the style of
cuisine on offer. Here, perhaps more than most places at which
one may choose to dine, a diverse selection of wines is
presented in order to be as flexible and as exciting as the
bounty of food on offer.

GRANGE GRILL BEIJING, THE WESTIN
BEIJING CHAOYANG 🍷
威斯汀扒房
No.7 East 3rd Ring North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100027
59228734
http://www.westinxm.cn/
Cuisine: American style Grill
Wine list by Jianming Xiong
Wine on list: 70 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 78 - 120 RMB
The Grange Grill is in the Westin Beijing, Chaoyang and
focuses on presenting a good range of international wines at
modest prices. Although the list by the glass is small, customers
should have little difficulty find a pleasant quaffing wine at a
reasonable price. The rest of the list covers France, the USA
and Australasia offering well-known brands to knowledgeable
consumers. If you are looking for something special, there's a
decent selection at fair prices: and the 1988 Petrus for 40,000
CNY.

GRILL 58, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
盛焰

GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING,
BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷

Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 88062318
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hant/cotai/dining/grill-58
Cuisine: Grill and Teppanyaki
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 1248 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 330 MOP
As you would expect from a restaurant using the MGM Macau
master list, the Grill has a diverse range of the great wines of
the world: particularly strong on France yet with good
coverage of other European countries and some key markets
around the world. It has great depth of mature wines and well
as a lively selection of wines by the glass. Impressive with
champagne, too.

国贸79
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004
(8610)65052299-6425
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Lisa Li
Wine on list: 687 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 220 RMB
The ‘by the glass’ selection offers excellent variety in styles and
grapes. Thrilling array of champagnes, including mature
offerings. Some interesting sparklers such as the Rockford
Black Shiraz. Good local options. And so it continues for wine
regions around the globe. A wonderful mix of the classics, the
emerging stars and some curiosities.

GUI HUA LOU, PUDONG SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL 🍷🍷
桂花楼
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200001
+86 21 2828 6888
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/
Cuisine: Huaiyang
Wine list by Alexander Chen
Wine on list: 525 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 180 RMB
Be prepared for some wine travel with this list. The wines by
the glass listing provides an early clue as it moves from
Germany, Italy and France before crossing to New Zealand
and the US before eventually landing in Chile. Experienced
sommelier, Yang Lu, consults to the Shangri-La Hotel group
and has composed something a little different here with his
category subjects. Of particular interest is China: Old and New
which looks to some of the 100 new wineries to have opened in
the 1990s, while reflecting on a history with wine growing that
dates back to the 4th Century.

GUIYU 🍷
桂雨山房
No. 2-1 Manjuelong Rd, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
330009
0571-87977677
https://foursquare.com/v/%E6%A1%82%E8%AF%AD%E5%
B1%B1%E6%88%BF-guiyurestaurant/505162abe4b05b8794724935
Cuisine: Hangzhou
Wine list by Hu Huiping
Wine on list: 51 (2 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 120 RMB
Guiyu is a restaurant in Hangzhou with a classy small list that
is clearly focused on high-end wines mainly from Burgundy
and Bordeaux along with some iconic wines such as Dom
Perignon, Sassicaia, Vega Sicilia and Opus One. There are
also some excellent wines from around the globe at modest
prices.

HAI WEI GUAN HUANGPU 🍷

HAI WEI GUAN JING'AN 🍷

海味观

海味观

1298 Fuxing East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001
2126063505
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Claude Li
Wine on list: 98 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 69 - 279 RMB
While the ‘by the glass’ offerings might be small, they are
intriguing – Russian Pinot Noir? Quality names are sprinkled
throughout this list but the Burgundy collection from MeoCamuzet particularly appeals. France rules but options are not
limited to just there. Good spirits array as well.

18 Kangding Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
86-21-62569956
https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghaimunicipality/shanghai/restaurant/hai-wei-guan
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Johnny Guo
Wine on list: 48 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 399 RMB
A list that focuses nicely on France but has left plenty of room
for other options. Local wines are not neglected. Names like
John Duval and Cloudy Bay represent the style of offerings
from outside France while the Francophile will find plenty of
traditional and classic wines.

HAKKASAN SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
哈卡商

HANSHE WINE BAR 🍷🍷
涵舍葡萄酒吧

5th Floor, 18 Zhongshan Dongyi Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200000
021-63215888
https://hakkasan.com/
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by Felix Zhang, James Wang, Ekko Chen, Nyx Pan,
Matthew Hall
Wine on list: 370 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 92 - 399 RMB

8 Xindong Road, Shoukai Bojun Building 1 Commercesubadjacent B1006, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
+86 17611703817
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Western/Chinese Snacks
Wine list by Darren Liu
Wine on list: 536 (33 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 65 - 680 RMB
This new wine bar caters for sophisticated clientele who enjoy
the finest of wines. Ultra-premium Champagne is a feature,
with over 100 labels available, including Salon, Jacques
Selosse and Dom Perignon's P2 and P3 Champagne. There is
also a comprehensive selection of grower Champagne
arranged by region. Burgundy's wines are showcased with an
extensive collection, including spotlights on producers like
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Domaine Leflaive and
Domaine Meo Camuzet. Looking closer to home, it is also a top
place to enjoy the local wines of China, with over thirty
different wines available and all available by the glass!

Best Digestif List
As a Hall of Famer and former winner of China's Wine List of
the Year, we expect a lot of Hakkasan. It still delivers.
Unquestionably, this remains one of the finest collections of
wine in China. It is immaculately curated. The thought and
knowledge behind this list is admirable and has the judges
applauding. There's an outstanding list by the glass, using
Coravin cleverly. The juxtaposition of the wines in each section
of the list whets the appetite and surely has customers begging
to explore the possibilities. Maintaining a list at this level
demands committment, something which the sommeliers at
Hakkasan obviously have in abundance. Salut!

HAOMEN OYSTER BAR 🍷

HENKES 🍷

蚝门OYSTERBAR

1E 1601 Nanjing Xi Lu，near Changde Lu, Shanghai, 200040
+86 021 32530889
http://www.henkes.com.cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean with a Nordic touch
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 80 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 70 - 90 RMB
Although the choice by the glass is tiny, this small international
list offers great value from around the world thanks to careful
choices from quality producers not all of whom are well-known
in China. France, Spain, Italy (especially its reds), Australasia
and South America are well represented. There's plenty for
wine lovers to discover here.

12 Zijing Dong Road, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000
17311070605
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Chuang Li
Wine on list: 62 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 68 RMB
A no-frills kind of wine list that works hard to provide a choice
of international wines at fair prices. The odd top shelf inclusion
from the likes of Sassicaia and Domaine Faiveley adds real
flavour and scope to the mix. Big company names and small
family makers rub shoulders here from Europe, South America
and Oceania.

HIK9 🍷🍷🍷
HIK9乚厨

HIRO BY HIROSHI KAGATA, THE
VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷

Block F, 1M Floor, Podium, No. 9 Donghu Road, Xuhui
District, Shanghai 200000
18501799177
https://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/post/32534/one-on-onewith-chef-ling-of-stone-sal-meatopia-the-new-hik9
Cuisine: Boundless
Wine list by Yang Lu
Wine on list: 311 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 380 - 2800 RMB
This is a list that impresses with its tremendous collection of
French wines, especially from Champagne, Bordeaux and
Burgundy. By the glass, it is tiny but there's no questioning the
quality of what is on offer. Again while the range of
Champagnes is not great what is available is exceptional. The
list has breadth: ranging over other parts of France, Europe,
the USA, the Americas and Australia always focusing on the
finest wines produced in these countries.

喜乐日本料理

HORIZON (THE), KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷

HUAIYANG GARDEN, THE LONDONER
MACAO 🍷🍷

海天阁中餐厅

淮扬晓宴

No 1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(86 10)8565 2188
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: Cantonese & Local
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 263 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 99 - 233 RMB
This impressive Chinese restaurant in Beijing has a menu that
starts with a wonderful array of Chinese teas. There's
something here to whet any diner's taste buds. The extensive
range of wines uses the Shangri-la's master list to good effect
with carefully chosen international wines by the glass,
enhanced by decent collections from many of the world's finest
producers. Established superstars are there, alongside some of
the most impressive up-and-coming winemakers.

Level 2, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853 8118 8822
https://www.londonermacao.com/contact-us.html
Cuisine: Huaiyang
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 561 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 105 - 245 MOP
Among the big names that populate the Huaiyang Garden wine
list there are some exciting and adventurous draw cards. Wines
by the glass lists a number of them such as Nyetimber
sparklings from England, Framingham pinot noir and Torbreck
Juveniles grenache blend. Among its many strengths the list
seeks out a particularly strong selection of wines from the Napa
Valley, Rhone Valley, Portugal and Tuscany in addition to a
solid core of quality French names.

Level 1, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/hiro.htm
l
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 614 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 148 MOP
A list perfectly in tune with Hiro's Japanese cuisine with a top
sake collection taking a starring role. It's aided by a bounty of
international crisp, bright, aromatic, dry and off-dry white
wines. Classic regions and names abound, but look closer and
there is also a strong sub-set of names from South-West
France, Languedoc, Umbria, Greece and Portugal, to name a
few. But it is the comprehensive collection of wines from the
United States of America that truly shines and excites.

HUE DINING, HONG KONG MUSEUM OF
ART 🍷🍷🍷

IL RISTORANTE NIKO ROMITO SHANGHAI,
BULGARI HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

1/F - inside HKMoA, 10 Salisbury Rd, , Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong
Kong (and SAR) 999077
35005888
http://www.huedining.com.hk
Cuisine: Australian
Wine list by Robin Russelle Samonte
Wine on list: 102 (67 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 95 - 300 HKD
This is an excellent list. The drinks on offer at Hue offer us an
expansive and exciting tour of possibility - whether it is
cocktails, premium spirits, non-alcoholic drinks or Chinese tea,
there is surely a match for every proclivity. On the wine front,
the list traverses a number of different varieties and styles, all
chosen based on their high quality and deliciousness. Great to
see some respected and smaller producers from Australia
included on the list - names such as Mac Forbes, Luke Lambert
and Yangarra are known to set knees a-quiver back in Oz.

Lane 108 North Shanxi Road, Shanghai, 200085
86 021 3606-7788
http://www.bulgarihotels.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Adrian Zhang
Wine on list: 340 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 150 - 650 RMB
This is an outstanding list: comprehensive, carefully thoughtout and beautifully executed. The Italian cuisine is complement
by a list that covers its country of origin in both breadth and
depth. Its most important regions offers the wine lover an
impressive range from which to choose. There's also a feature
on Roagna, an up-and-coming producer from Piedmont. Seven
champagnes by the glass signal that France will also be given
luxury treatment - and it is. There's some interesting Chinese
wines featured, too.

IMPERIAL COURT, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
金殿堂

JADE DRAGON, NUWA 🍷🍷🍷
譽瓏軒

Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 88022361
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hant/macau/dining/imperial-court
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 1592 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 250 MOP
This has similarities to the other lists from the MGM in Macau
but with greater depth from stunning verticals of the world's
greatest wines (quiver at the selection of Yquems). While the
list by the glass is not as extensive, it does include a white and
red from China for visitors to enjoy and some international
classics. The selection of champagnes will delight as will the
choice of Premium Chinese teas. Mature wines are a speciality.

Level 2, City of Dreams, Estrada de Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
(853) 8868 2822
https://www.cityofdreamsmacau.com/en/dine/chinese/jadedragon
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 570 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 590 MOP
A classic European-based wine listing that revolves around a
stunningly comprehensive collection of iconic producers of
Burgundy and Bordeaux. The addition of mouth-watering
verticals of Mouton Rothschild, Château Beaucastel and
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti to open the listing clearly
establishes credentials. Care has been taken to present a
balance of age and youth. Many diners can comfortably work
off the wines by the glass listing for their meal, such is the wide
range of tastes on offer.

JADE EGRET (THE), THE SANYA EDITION
🍷

JADE ON 36, PUDONG SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷

天鹭

翡翠36楼餐厅及酒吧

100 North Haitang Road , Sanya, Hainan 572013
89888582841
https://www.editionhotels.com/sanya/
Cuisine: Modern European
Wine list by Felipe Tapia
Wine on list: 90 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 128 - 198 RMB
This snappy winelist seeks to cover the world of wine in less
than 100 wines - and succeeds admirably. Old world classics
form the nub with a good smattering of new world and new
wave wines adding to the fun. The 'by the glass' is succinct
while a few heavyweight (2017 Ch Petrus anyone?) anchor. A
solid selection of Champagnes adds effervescence.

33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200001
+86 21 6882 8888
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Alexander Chen
Wine on list: 685 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB
This is an impressive list from one of the Shanghai Shangri-la
hotels covers all the bases: a well-priced collection of
international wines by the glass, a balanced group of nonvintage, vintage and prestige champagnes, some depth in its
selection from the world's most important wine producers, an
impressive range from France and, importantly, Chinese
producers are well represented, especially with their reds.

JE JUST ENJOY 🍷🍷

JEAN-GEORGES SHANGHAI, THREE ON
THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷

JE北京中国创意菜
Building 69, Fuxing Road, Haidian District, Beijing 100089
010-68107788
https://www.archdaily.com/940355/je-beijing-funun-lab
Cuisine: Beijing Creative
Wine list by Zhang Chao, Zou Fangyu
Wine on list: 90 (90 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 45 - 98 RMB
A carefully compiled list which focuses on France but ventures
to many other regions and includes a local component. Some
good value offerings and while there are numerous classics,
there are also plenty of emerging stars and future household
names. Impressive list.

4/F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200002
86 021 63217733
http://www.threeonthebund.com
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Fiona Huang
Wine on list: 433 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 820 RMB
This is a thoughtfully curated list, large enough to cover all the
bases while remaining manageable. It's in the choices that the
sommelier makes that this list excels: established vignerons
with impeccable credentials sit comfortably alongside
emerging winemakers who are forging their reputation with
exciting wines. It's an international list which traverses the
globe and offers excellent examples of a wide range of wine
varieties. Coravin extends the reach of the wines by the glass
and so all are catered for.

JI PIN COURT 🍷🍷

JIA, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷

吉品轩

禾家中餐厅

No.55 Wulumuqi South Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai
200031
2164699969
https://www.relaischateaux.com/us/china/ji-pin-court-shanghai
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Stan Fang
Wine on list: 437 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 260 RMB
Ji Pin Court is a restaurant in Shanghai associated with the
Relais et Chateau group so expectations would be high when
dining there. Few would be disappointed. This is a sizable list
that covers many bases. The collection by the glass is mainly
European and well-priced. The main list spans most corners of
the earth offering high end classics of rare quality as well as
well-made quaffing wines at fair prices: something for
everyone.

No. 2A Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
+8610 5956 8888
https://www.nuohotel.com/en/beijing/beijingjiangtai/restaurants/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by David Gong
Wine on list: 132 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB
An tight list which offers diners the opportunity of trying a
range of local wines. Where this compilation really shines is
with its supporting cast of spirits, including Chinese spirits and
other beverages. Lovers of great whiskies will find a
mindboggling array from which to choose.

JIANG NAN BY JEREME LEUNG, THE
VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷
醉江南

JIN SHA, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷

Level 1, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/chinese/jiangnan.html
Cuisine: Authentic flavours of Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 455 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 248 MOP
Classic European regions and names abound here, but look
closer and there is also a strong sub-set of names from the
Rhone Valley, Languedoc, Portugal and Argentina to name
just a few. The list specialises in textural , aromatic whites and
elegant, medium-bodied reds. Exhibiting all of these features
and more is a comprehensive collection of wines from the
United States of America which truly shines and excites.

金沙厅
5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310012
86（571）8113-5188
https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/hangzhou/offers/romanticgetaway/?source=bdu_acr_ppc_HAN_RG_Brand&kpid=bd_c
mp-14865704_adg-4706613197_ad-48086294783_kwd167736517765_c&ppc=true&renqun_youhua=268628
Cuisine: Cantonese & Hangzhou
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 296 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 1580 RMB
Jing Sha in the Four Seasons at West Lake has an outstanding
list and an exemplary treatment of wines by the glass. These
are offered as the Premium set (world class wines in either 75
or 150ml pour) and Wine-By-The-Glass, an international
collection of fine wines at more modest prices. There are
occasional features such as one on Egly-Ouriet and a great
deal more to delight. There is a breadth of the outstanding
wines of the world from the finest producers rather than great
depth in individual wines. The selection of Chinese wines shows
respect for the local industry and offers customers more choice
than usual. A great list.

JING BAR, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
井酒吧
No. 81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
+86 28 6297 4192
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-temple-house/
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Cederic Yao, William Zhang
Wine on list: 186 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 175 RMB
Best Wine List - Western China
Best Aperitif List
A cocktail based on the ancient art of fengshui to start? Or
maybe a glass of Prosecco or a dive straight into Jing Bar's
Journey of Discovery which offers a taste of some of the
world's emerging grape varieties? Choice runs deep here. As a
wine bar, is embraces the full world of wine which can be as
exciting or challenging as you feel at the time. Organic, biodynamic and natural wines are listed side by side with Old
World superstars, and New World emerging classics. Prices
are fair, further encouraging the sense of discovery.

KITCHEN (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
大廚
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7777
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/the-kitchen
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17900 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
This is a first class luxury collection of wine and is based on
the master list of the Grand Lisboa Hotel in Macau. It has a
bewilderingly good range of vintages of the most sought after
wines in the world. Few, if any, places in the world could
match it. There's an astounding presentation of Dom Perignon
and a comprehensive list of luxury champagnes; multiple
vintages of all of the great white Burgundies and Chablis;
Vouvrary from Marc Bredif back to 1893; surely the world's
best collection of sweet German whites; all the greatest
producers of Red Burgundy in the great years, not only the best
Bordeaux but several vintages of less well-known St Emilion.
As well as all this, there are heaps of top Californian,
Australian, Italian and Spanish reds as well as dessert wines
and fortifieds. Y'quem back to 1825: who would believe. This is
an almost identical list to Casa Don Alfonso and the Eight.

KOKONI, RAFFLES SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷

KOR SHANGHAI 🍷

此间

NO.1717 West Nanjing Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200040
021-52980651
https://kor-asia.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Alan Chang
Wine on list: 48 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 80 - 100 RMB
This wine bar in Shanghai has a small list and only three wines
by the glass. However, it does have an impressive selection of
single malts, spirits and some first class sake. There's a modest
number of Burgundies and Bordeaux of very good quality. The
afternoon tea and dinner menus offer plenty of fascinating
dishes to tempt customers and match the wines and spirits on
offer.

T7，One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
0755-81219373
http://www.raffles.com/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 229 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 158 - 1668 RMB
The Kokoni winelist seeks to offer the 'best of the best' - and
succeeds admirably in its goal. Luxe wines head the rollcall
with icons like DRC and 1st Growth Bordeaux leading the
charge. The layout and educational aspects add a flourish, as
does the snappy list of premium wines by the glass. The
extensive sake list aligns well with Kokoni's Japanese menu. A
gracious winelist well executed by star sommelier Emma Liang.

L’ATELIER DE JOËL ROBUCHON HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷

L’ATTITUDE, MORPHEUS 🍷
風雅廚

Shop 401, 4/F, Landmark Atrium, 15 Queen's Road Central,
Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
21669000
https://www.robuchon.hk
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 3400 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 175 - 800 HKD
One of the world's great wine lists, L'Atelier de Joël Robuchon
delves deep, almost to the point of being exhaustive, in its
coverage of iconic wine names. This is one time where you
might name a top wine - any wine - and it will be found,
possibly accompanied by multiple vintages. France is the star,
un-rivalled, but then diners will also be able to explore the
diversity of styles and makers right across Europe, North and
South America and Oceania. China, too. Then there is the
swoon-worthy listing of rare, aged wines to explore, if the bank
manager agrees.

Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8868 3436
https://www.cityofdreamsmacau.com/en/dine/international/latti
tude
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 120 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 290 MOP
L'Attitude shows plenty of French attitude on this 120-strong
wine list whether it's Pol Roger NV by the glass, a top Aslatian
gewurztraminer or classic Bordeaux producer from a good
year. Outside France, the list wanders across the world wine
stage in search of well-priced, good drinking styles and
producers, while also taking in a select range of world-class
wines. The Gin Trolley Experience featuring Chinese herbal
gins offers a particularly exciting start to the meal.

LA CHINE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷

LA CUCINA, HYATT REGENCY WUXI 🍷🍷

巴黎轩

意厨海鲜牛扒餐厅

Level 6, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
999078
+853 8118 8822
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lachine.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 445 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 155 MOP
Impressive in length, La Chine takes the diner on a tour of the
world's hot wine spots and producers. In keeping with the La
Chine menu, aromatic white grapes from Austria excel, the
selection of roses from Provence and Portugal will ignite
tastebuds, while France, Italy and the US set down an
impressive array of red wines. And, it goes without saying that
China is also explored.

109 Renmin Middle Road, Wuxi, Jiangsu 214000
+86 510 89891234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/hyatt-regencywuxi/wuxhr/dining
Cuisine: Seafood and Steak
Wine list by Lynn Shi
Wine on list: 75 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB
The La Cucina winelist offers a wide range of enticing wines
from China and across the wide world of wine. The rollcall of
European classics comfortably rub shoulders with a wide
ranging selection of new world wines. In short, there's a wine
for everyone on this solid winelist.

LA ROTISSERIE, INTERCONTINENTAL
CENTURY CITY CHENGDU 🍷
No 88 Century City Boulevard, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041
+8685349999
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/chengdu/ctu
ha/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Fine Dining
Wine list by Demi Chen Dan
Wine on list: 119 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
All the big names in the wine world gather at La Rotisserie.
Diners are encouraged to seek information from their
sommelier regarding vintages. Currently, the list does not
provide them for a number of wines.

LA TERRAZZA, GRAND HYATT SHENZHEN
🍷
意合园
1881 Baoan Nan Road Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518001
0755-82661234
http://www.grandhyattshenzhen.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Grant Wu
Wine on list: 63 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 58 - 398 RMB
This short, highly focussed winelist clearly states it aim - to
celebrate all things Italian, be it wine or food. Top shelf wines
rub shoulders with affordable gems. The 'by the glass' list
echoes the winelist's mantra with gems like Gaja Dagromis
Barolo and Antinori Tignanello a special part of the offering.
Salute.

LA STRADA 🍷
195 Anfu road (near Wulumuqi road ), Xuhui District,
Shanghai 200030
+86 021 54040100
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d7236760-Reviews-La_Strada_AnFu_Road_DianShanghai.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 21 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 65 RMB
This highly focussed winelist proves that small can be beautiful.
It covers a lot of vinous ground in just 21 wines - 6 of which
are offered by the glass and half bottle. The list roams the
world of wine admirably with the short tasting notes adding to
the joy.

LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷
No.271 West Fu Xing Rd, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030
021-34612864
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d4165885-Reviews-Labella_Wine_House-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 124 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB
This small wine bar gives patrons a wide choice of origins and
styles, with ten affordable options by the glass and over one
hundred by the bottle. It is a mix of old and new world origins,
with France and Australia particularly well represented.
Though there is also a good number from Spain and Italy. The
pricing for most of the wines is accessible, though there are
also some premium wines for those wanting to trade up.
Carefully consider vintage when choosing.

LAGO BY JULIAN SERRANO, BELLAGIO BY
MGM SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

L'ATELIER DE JOËL ROBUCHON
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

No. 188 Beisuzhou Road , Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
+86 21 36806666
https://www.dytmgm.com/en
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 220 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 178 RMB
This inviting winelist seeks to cover the world of wine in just 23
pages and talented sommelier Kerry Quin succeeds in the quest
admirably. It mirrors Quin's list for the Bellagio by MGM
sibling venue, Mansion on One. The sparkling list is a
celebration of Champagne with a nod to Italy's frizzante. The
short, snappy 'by the glass' list covers all bases as does the
equally focussed dessert and fortified selection.

乔尔卢布松美食坊

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE,
CAPELLA JIAN YE LI 🍷🍷🍷

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO CHANGNING 🍷🍷

480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
+862154669928
https://www.capellahotels.com/en/capella-shanghai/dining
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Shawn Xiao
Wine on list: 320 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 158 - 1088 RMB
There's more than a touch of Parisien chic about Le Comptoir
although the wine list is a bit more cosmopolitan than you'd
find in Paris. This is a grand international list firmly rooted in
France but embracing Italy, the USA and other parts of the
globe including, importantly, China. Coravin lifts the offering
by the glass substantially as does the (100ml) wine pairs
collection. There's depth in the offerings from Burgundy and
Bordeaux as well as other French regions. Impressive.

Bund18 3/F 18 Zhongshan East Road (E1), Shanghai, 200002
021-60718888
http://www.joelrobuchon-china.com
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Stone Geng
Wine on list: 850 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 628 RMB
Best Champagne List
As befits a Hall of Famer and previous winner of China's Wine
List of the Year, this is an exemplary list. By the glass, it's an
international collection that will appeal to all tastes, and
wallets. The coverage of France is both broad and deep, with
mouth-watering verticals abounding. The rest of the World and
China have some excellent choices to tempt cosmopolitan wine
lovers.

大公鸡小酒馆
570 Huang Jin Cheng Road, Changning District, Shanghai
200000
021 5299 5650
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/18153/le_coq_wine_bis
tro_huangjincheng_lu
Cuisine: Chinese & Western Fusion
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 325 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 380 RMB
A collection of white Burgundies from famed producer
Domaine Leflaive is a fine start. Wines from such stars as
Giaconda, Kistler, Dagueneau and others all well matched to
the cuisine. Excellent array of Red Burgundy, Bordeaux and
spirits as well. Nicely balanced list.

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO HANGZHOU 🍷🍷

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO HUANGPU 🍷🍷

大公鸡小酒馆杭州店

大公鸡小酒馆

C106, HangZhou Building-C, Gongshu District, HangZhou,
Zhejiang 310000
0571-88303183
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Bistro
Wine list by Frank Wang
Wine on list: 198 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 380 RMB
An exciting selection of champagne opens the list (that Peters
Les Chetillons looks especially good value). Wherever this list
roams, and it does cover France extensively, the focus is very
much on the great producers. Plenty of options from further
afield as well. There is also considerable attention paid to
mature wines. A fine list.

No. 838 Huangpi Nan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200000
+8615968157341
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/18155/le_coq_wine__bi
stro_huangpi_nan_lu
Cuisine: Chinese & Western Fusion
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 325 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 380 RMB
A collection of white Burgundies from famed producer
Domaine Leflaive is a fine start. Wines from such stars as
Giaconda, Kistler, Dagueneau and others all well matched to
the cuisine. Excellent array of Red Burgundy, Bordeaux and
spirits as well. Nicely balanced list.

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO JIAOZHOU 🍷🍷

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO JING'AN 🍷🍷

大公鸡小酒馆

大公鸡小酒馆

183 Jiaozhou Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200000
021-52897018
https://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/directory/1798327/lecoq-wine-bistro-jiaozhou
Cuisine: Chinese & Western Fusion
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 325 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 78 - 380 RMB
A collection of white Burgundies from famed producer
Domaine Leflaive is a fine start. Wines from such stars as
Giaconda, Kistler, Dagueneau and others all well matched to
the cuisine. Excellent array of Red Burgundy, Bordeaux and
spirits as well. Nicely balanced list.

195 Jiaozhou Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200000
+8615968157341
http://www.bonapp.net/21-restaurant/13233911Le%20Coq%20Wine%20&%20Bistro?lang=en_US
Cuisine: Chinese & Western Fusion
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 325 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 380 RMB
A collection of white Burgundies from famed producer
Domaine Leflaive is a fine start. Wines from such stars as
Giaconda, Kistler, Dagueneau and others all well matched to
the cuisine. Excellent array of Red Burgundy, Bordeaux and
spirits as well. Nicely balanced list.

LE JARDIN DE JR 🍷🍷
No.285 Hunan Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
8613061657215
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/24591/le_jardin_de_jr
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Danny Chen
Wine on list: 213 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 58 - 488 RMB
French wines are the stars at Le Jardin de JR, in line with the
sophisticated French cuisine. The listings from the prestigious
regions of Bordeaux and Burgundy are impressive, and there is
also a good selection from Champagne and the Rhone Valley.
The New World collection is small but well-chosen. There is a
varied selection by the glass, including a subset of premium
wines served using Coravin.

LIMITED EDITION GRILL, WALDORF
ASTORIA CHENGDU 🍷🍷
麒麟扒房
No.1199, Tianfu Avenue North, Hi-tech Area, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610000
028-88881199
https://waldorfastoriahotels.com.cn/zh-cn/city/chengduhotels.html
Cuisine: Grill
Wine list by Colin LI
Wine on list: 189 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 248 RMB
Limited Edition Grill explores a broad world of wine tastes in
its excellent wines by the glass listing before diving into a much
deeper examination. For starters, it's hard to go past the
Champagne list with its big house names and superstar
growers. The grill menu demands a red and your options are
comprehensively covered whether it's a Chinese tempranillo,
classic Amarone or Bordeaux, New World pinot noir,
Californian zinfandel or an easy-going, well-priced red blend.

LEGEND N ZHUHAI, LONGZHUDA
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL 🍷
传奇西餐厅
6th Floor, 66 Changsheng Road, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai,
Guangdong 519000
8618125072725
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Fusion Western
Wine list by Alan Zhao
Wine on list: 61 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 58 - 78 RMB
A diverse selection of international wine at reasonable prices.
There are eight options by the glass, which is great to see. If
you are after fizz, you can choose between Prosecco, Cava or
Champagne. There is an affordable selection of Bordeaux in
the reds, plus a few special bottles for those who wish to
splurge. There is also a succinct selection from Spain, Italy and
Australia. The spirit offering is extensive, particularly the
selection of whiskies. Consider vintage when ordering.

LION 🍷
狮
Building No. 2, 123 Xingye Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200010
+86-21-52396777
http://fccworld.com.cn/
Cuisine: Modern East Asian
Wine list by Crystal Xiao
Wine on list: 108 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 808 RMB
The wine list opens with a dedicated Sommelier's Selection of
wines, some available by the glass, and there are some real
stars available including superstar Chinese producer, Ao Yun
served by the glass under Coravin, and St. Estèphe's CalonSégur which offers a great fit for the Modern East Asian
cuisine. The Sommelier's Selection nicely sets the scene for
what follows on this focused international wine list with many
wines at fair prices.

LOBBY LOUNGE BEIJING, SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷
大堂酒廊
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089
010-88826723
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/shangrila/
Cuisine: Coffee and Bar
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 67 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 268 RMB
An impressive collection of the ‘by the glass’ offerings with
some famous names and superb wines, as well as some local
entrants. A tight list, but one which cherry-picks excellent
wines from around the globe. Plenty here which will nicely
match the cuisine on offer.

LOBSTER GRILL HONG KONG, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA, HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
999077
+852 2820 8590
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Brasserie
Wine list by Michael Chen, Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 95 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 1050 HKD
Best Wine List - Hong Kong SRA
Best Medium List
Best Wine by the Glass List
A daring, imaginative wine list that is all about accessibility. Of
the 95-strong listing, 60 wines are available by the glass/carafe
and are presented in sections by price and style, working from
the lower priced to the high, with each offering true vinous
discovery. The bonus here is that Lobster Grill has access to
the Petrus restaurant wine list for its inspiration, and has
cherry picked some exciting tastes that work beautifully within
a brasserie format. Wines from China, Rioja, the Napa Valley
and Kamptal mix it with vinous cousins from Mosel, Piedmont,
Ontario and Marlborough and more here. It offers an exciting
wine ride.

LONG BAR SHENZEN, RAFFLES SHENZHEN
🍷🍷🍷

LOTUS PALACE, THE PARISIAN MACAO
🍷🍷

长廊酒吧

御莲宫

T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008. Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
0755 8121 9375
http://www.raffles.com/shenzhen
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 233 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 158 - 1668 RMB
It is a high-list of labels that will delight avid wine lovers. It
focuses on the classic regions of the world with an emphasis on
strong, respected brands. It is a well-tendered list with new
release wines as well as lovely aged examples. If spending big,
there is a good selection of classified Bordeaux plus some icon
wines from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti. The list's strength is
the sweep of styles from around the globe, including local
Chinese wines and a good selection from California.

Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotuspalace.html
Cuisine: Cantonese and provincial Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 440 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 155 MOP
Impressive in length, Lotus Palace takes the diner on a tour of
the world's hot wine spots and producers. In keeping with the
Lotus Palace menu, aromatic white grapes from Austria excel,
the selection of roses from Provence and Portugal will ignite
tastebuds, while France, Italy and the US set down an
impressive array of red wines. And, it goes without saying that
China is also explored.

LOUNGE BELLAGIO BY MGM, BELLAGIO
BY MGM SHANGHAI 🍷
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
021 3680 6666
https://www.dytmgm.com/en/dining.jspx
Cuisine: Wine Bar
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 220 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 178 RMB
This wine list for the MGM's Lounge Bellagio focuses on the
presentation of a range of international wines from around the
globe: notably France, Italy, Germany, Spain, the USA and
Australasia. The Cellar Selection by the glass offers a range of
well-known, modern winemakers. Here, Italy is particularly
well represented.

LU STYLE ANZHENMEN 🍷🍷
鲁采环宇荟店
5F, Huanyuhui Mall, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-64411777
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Shandong
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 94 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 148 RMB
A sister wine list to Lu Style with a pared down selection of
wines, many of them well-priced and offering a more affordable
world wine experience. At its core remains a solid focus on
top-flight French wines from Bordeaux and Burgundy,
including a collection of Domaine de la Romannée-Conti,
2002-2015. The list celebrates both emerging and established
Chinese wine producers.

LU STYLE JINAN 🍷🍷

LU STYLE SANYUANQIAO 🍷🍷🍷

鲁采济南店

鲁采

L5 / F, Jinan MxC, Jingshi Road, Lixia District, Jinan,
Shandong 250014
0531 5562 6699
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Shandong
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 87 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 98 RMB
A sister wine list to Lu Style with a pared down selection of
wines, many of them well-priced and offering a more affordable
world wine experience. At its core remains a solid focus on topflight French wines from Bordeaux and Burgundy, including a
collection of Domaine de la Romannée-Conti, 2002-2015. The
list celebrates both emerging and established Chinese wine
producers.

West entrance,Galleria Shopping Center,No. 5
Courtyard,Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-21751888
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Shandong
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 295 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 228 RMB
A new list and a new approach with the celebration of Organic,
Bio-dynamic, Orange, Natural and Vegan-Friendly wines
which are promoted to the front of the Lu Style wine list. The
emerging stars and styles offer a fine counterpoint to the
established, quality makers sprinkled through the list. Expect a
solid collection of Champagne and wines from around the
world with Burgundy and Bordeaux providing star appeal.
Take time to check out the Chinese wine selections, they will
impress.

LU STYLE SHANGHAI 🍷

LUXEXUAN 🍷

鲁采上海店

麓轩餐厅

2 / F, Zhonghai Huanyu Shopping Mall, Lane 838, South
Huangpi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001
021-53099977
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Shandong
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 260 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 68 - 228 RMB
This seafood-focused restaurant serving Shandong cuisine has
a wine list that presents the diversity of wine styles across the
globe. In each category, you have just one or two options. For
example, if you want to drink a wine from the Mosel or
Tuscany, there is just one to choose from. There are some
exceptions. For instance, Pauillac has several options, and
there's a page of wines from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti.
Although there are many expensive and prestigious wines,
there are also a good number of entry-level labels. There is
also an extensive list of Chinese spirits. Keep an eye on vintage
when ordering, and tap into the knowledge of the sommeliers
for guidance or pairing recommendations.

Tianfu New Area , Chengdu, Sichuan 610200
028-64297077
https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/chengdu-104restaurant/luxexuan-77609394/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Sam liu
Wine on list: 66 (2 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 88 RMB
The food is Cantonese but the wine list is definitely
international in scope with plenty of vinous highs in addition to
a diverse, international spread of regions, styles and vintages.
Starts with a solid listing of Champagne with big houses and
small. The white wine collection is small in comparison with
the extensive listing of red wines that follows.

M ON THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷

MAHA DINING ROOM 🍷🍷

米氏西餐厅

缦府宴

7 Fl, No. 20 GuangDong Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200003
63509988
https://m-restaurantgroup.com/
Cuisine: Continental
Wine list by Johnny Zhang
Wine on list: 162 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 128 RMB
Johnny Zhang has crafted a tight, thoughtful winelist that offers
the discerning customer a taste of benchmark wines from
across the vinous globe. The monthly special tasting list
featuring South Africa offers a snapshot of the exciting wines
from this often overlooked wine-land. The winelist carries no
excess with every wine selected making a statement. The layout
featuring weight and texture (rather than simply a list of grape
varieties) is a revelation. Good work, Johnny.

No.8, Xiaoyun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 110125
15110284436
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Jiangnan Style
Wine list by Jian Liu
Wine on list: 113 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 458 RMB
A series of wine pairings are available and the ‘by the glass’
list is thoughtfully conceived. French wines, especially
Burgundies, both red and white, dominate the list but there is
more than a sprinkling of other options from around the globe.

MAISON LAMELOISE SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
上海莱美露滋餐厅
68th Fl, Shanghai Tower, 501 Yincheng Middle Road,
Lujiazui, Pudong New Area, Shanghai 200120
+86 21 68816789
http://www.lameloise.com.cn/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Pierre Lafargue, Kitty Lao
Wine on list: 605 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 2580 RMB
A ravishing wine list befitting of the refined surroundings and
magnificent views over Shanghai. The by-the-glass list sets the
tone for what is to follow, with a mix of affordable and iconic
wines, with the best served via Coravin. Lovers of French wines
will be in paradise, not just because of the prestigious labels
but also the well-chosen wines from the lesser-known
communes and regions. The Champagne selection is
breathtaking, particularly due to the number of quality grower
Champagnes. Burgundy is an absolute highlight, with
Bordeaux just behind in grandeur. Despite the focus on French
wines, there is also an astute range from other key wineproducing countries. It is a spectacular list, and lovers of highend wines will be in seventh heaven.

MANOR (THE) , THE ST. REGIS MACAO 🍷
雅舍
1st Floor, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8113 1300
https://www.themanormacao.com/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by David Duan
Wine on list: 168 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 19 MOP
A wine list that boasts a large number of wines from around
the world. It is a pity that most don't come with vintages. We
suggest diners ask their sommeliers for further information.

MANSION ON ONE, BELLAGIO BY MGM
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

MEAT BY ERNEST 🍷
吃肉

No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
021 3680 6666
https://www.dytmgm.com/en
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 220 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 178 RMB
This inviting winelist seeks to cover the world of wine in just 23
pages and talented sommelier Kerry Quin succeeds in the quest
admirably. The Mansion on One winelist mirrors Quin's list for
its sibling at the Bellagio by MGM, Lago by Julian Serrano,
The sparkling list is a celebration of Champagne with a nod to
Italy's frizzante. The short, snappy 'by the glass' list covers all
bases as does the equally focussed dessert and fortified
selection.

Yu Fen Street No1, Tian Zhu, Beijing 100621
86-010-80467184
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g294212d14214173-Reviews-MEAT_By_Ernest-Beijing.html
Cuisine: Steak
Wine list by Samson Sun, Ernest Yan
Wine on list: 39 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 98 RMB
What stands out here are some excellent wines that represent
stunning value. A tight list with a nice balance between Old
World wines and New World wines and which is most ably
supported by an impressive array of spirits and other
beverages.

MEET THE BUND, THE BUND FINANCE
CENTER 🍷🍷

MERCATO GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷

遇外滩

Unit 802,8F,K11 Art Mall,No.6 Zhujiang Road East,Tianhe
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510000
86 20 6681 8086
http://www.mercato-international.com/cn/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Kit Li, Annie Yu
Wine on list: 150 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 75 - 108 RMB
A high-quality wine list with care taken to present an exciting
selection of wines in tune with the restaurant’s cuisine. It is
great to see a selection of wines from Sicily plus a page on the
wines of China. The list is global in its offering, with many key
wine regions represented. It is excellent to see wines from small
wineries, such as Stefano Lubiana and Bests, as well as the
more prominent, familiar labels. Quality reds from Italy are a
highlight. There is also a good spread of styles from France,
Italy and Australia.

588 Zhongshan Dong Er Road, Shanghai, 200001
2163777668
https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghaimunicipality/shanghai/restaurant/meet-the-bund
Cuisine: Chinese Fujian
Wine list by Top Somm Studio
Wine on list: 88 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 90 - 110 RMB
In the heart of The Bund Finance Centre you'll find a smart,
88-strong wine listing with a thoughtful, curated feel delivered
by Yang Lu, China's only Master Sommelier. The young
sommelier jumps straight into a powerful Prestige wine
collection of the some of the world's best wines before heading
into more approachable, readily accessible wine territory.
Wines are listed under style categories such as Perfumed &
Flora, Creamy & Rich, Elegant & Smooth, etc., and diners will
discover some new names alongside the familiar from both the
Old and New Worlds. You get the feeling that each wine
deserves its place.

MERCATO SHANGHAI, THREE ON THE
BUND 🍷🍷🍷
6/F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200002
86 021 63219922
http://www.threeonthebund.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Burgess Wu
Wine on list: 295 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 228 RMB
This established Italian restaurant has been a haven for great
food and fine wine since 2012. The wine selections are astute
and thoughtful, with quality at the forefront of all listings. The
Italian regional selection is comprehensive and offers an
impressive diversity of style, including fashionable nero
d’avola from Sicily and primitivo from Puglia. Though true
wine buffs will adore the excellent selection from Piedmont and
Tuscany, including a high-end collection of Super Tuscans. The
classic regions of France also shine, notably Burgundy and
Bordeaux, as do the considered inclusions from the new world.
There are also quality local Chinese wines available. I applaud
the sophistication and depth of the wine offering at Mercato.
Bravo.

莫卡多露台餐厅与酒吧

MESA, GRAND LISBOA PALACE RESORT
MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
味賞
Rua do Tiro, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
(853) 8881 8888
http://www.grandlisboapalace.com
Cuisine: Portuguese
Wine list by Winnie Chen
Wine on list: 1053 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 3800 MOP
An extraordinary new wine listing by any measure, Mesa
arrives ready to impress high rollers and the well-heeled - a
1945 Mouton Rothschild for AUD$49,000 is available amongst
other gems - but fortunately there is also scope for the rest of
us. Set aside the amazing top class Champagne, Burgundy and
Bordeaux and you have a listing that also seeks out some top
wines at fair mark-ups, especially from Portugal, Italy and
South America. But should you wish to explore greatness
consider the

MI THAI ANFU ROAD 🍷
米泰
2f, 195 Anfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030
+8602154039209
http://www.mithai.com.cn
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 44 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB
This Thai restaurant in Shanghai has a small list clearly
focused on offering its customers a good wine experience for a
modest price. The wines chosen for the list are ones that suit
Thai cuisine best and come from all parts of the globe - from
the country wines of France, Italy and Germany to Australia,
New Zealand and Argentina.

MI THAI ONE ITC 🍷
米泰 国贸汇店
128，LG1, One ITC, 1901 Huashan Road, Xuhui District,
Shanghai 200030
+8602164031578
http://www.mithai.com.cn
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 44 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB
Short, sharp and to the point, the Mi Thai winelist hits all the
marks. The snappy 'by the glass' selection offers 150ml and
375ml options - a nice touch. The winelist covers a lot of
ground in just 44 wines, from a value-for-money Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc to an iconic 2009 Dom Perignon - and
everything in between. The mocktail and cocktail list adds to
the thrill of this energetic winelist.

MING JIA 🍷🍷

MING JIA SHIJI 🍷🍷

铭家饭

铭家食集

2nd Floor, Xingguangli, Xiexin Center, No. 19 Qinling Road,
Laoshan District, Qingdao, Shandong 266000
0532-55571818
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese & Fusion
Wine list by Grimm Jing
Wine on list: 224 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 128 RMB
The list opens with an intriguing selection of Chinese wines. It
then ventures far and wide from there. A small vertical of PJ
Belle Epoque will appeal to champagne lovers. Nice mix of
familiar names and emerging stars. Attention paid to mature
wines. Solid whisky list.

No.1-2, Haiqing Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao, Shandong
266000
53288776977
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Grimm Jing
Wine on list: 245 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 48 - 158 RMB
Good to see a range of local Chinese wines included in an
extensive collection for the ‘by the glass’ section. Backed by
plenty of star French wines from all key regions and many
more from further afield. Excellent collection of stellar
Bordeaux and an understanding of vintages is evident. A fine
selection of spirits rounds things off.

MISS MUSTACHE JING'AN 🍷

MISS MUSTACHE PUDONG 🍷

No. 233 Maoming North Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200041
86 21 5298 8275
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g308272d13001911-Reviews-Miss_Mustache-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Spanish & Mediterranean
Wine list by Steven Jiang/Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 30 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 38 - 58 RMB
The list is identical to that of Miss Mustache, Pudong. This
tapas bar has a small wine list but offers all 30 of its wines by
the glass and bottle so customers have great choice over what
they drink. It's a list that is predominantly Spanish
(appropriately enough) but offers some international favourites
to widen its reach. Modest prices throughout.

No.899 Pudong South Road, L+Mall 609, Pudong New Area,
Shanghai 200041
021-52988275
https://foursquare.com/v/missmustache/5c40150dd9051600255bc006
Cuisine: Spanish & Mediterranean
Wine list by Steven Jiang/Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 30 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 38 - 58 RMB
This tapas bar has a small wine list but offers all 30 of its wines
by the glass and bottle so customers have great choice over
what they drink. It's a list that is predominantly Spanish
(appropriately enough) but offers some international favourites
to widen its reach. Modest prices throughout.

MORTON'S GRILLE GUANGZHOU 🍷

MOTT 32 🍷🍷🍷

莫尔顿扒房

Standard Chartered Bank Building, 4-4A Des Voeux Rd
Central, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 2885 8688
https://www.mott32.com/
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman, Rin K. Mohamad, Ben Mok
Wine on list: 211 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 130 - 680 HKD
Mott 32 presents an in-depth picture into the top wine names of
Europe and beyond. The restaurant's modern Chinese menu is
particularly well suited to the range of pinot noirs from
Burgundy, New Zealand, Australia and California. Coravin is
put to excellent use with the offer of a glass of Chateau Latour
or Antinori's Tignanello, or there is always the opportunity to
dip a little further into a 15-strong wines by the glass listing.
Choice aplenty here.

Shop L505&L603 International Grand City, 222 Xingmin
Road, Zhujiang New Town, Tianhe District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510623
020-8708 5888
https://www.mortonsgrille.com/locations/guangzhou.asp
Cuisine: American Steak House
Wine list by Henry Xie
Wine on list: 128 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 108 RMB
Lovers of red wines will find much joy in the List of Morton’s
Grille. The US, Australia, France and Italy are all well
represented. There is a mix of big-name brands and small,
lesser-known producers. Don’t miss the extensive listing of
cocktails and the strong spirit selection.

MR WILLIS 🍷
3fl, 195 Anfu Lu (near Wulumuqi lu), Shanghai, 200030
+8602154040200
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Shine Zheng, Coco Huang
Wine on list: 69 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 80 - 95 RMB
Mr Willis list offers its customers a decent range of wines that
represent good value for money from around the globe. There's
plenty of excellent wines from New Zealand, Australia,
Argentina, France and Spain at fair prices. The French
selection, for example, offers many impressive country wines
not often available in restaurants. A place worth exploring.

MUSIC BAR, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING
WANGJING 🍷🍷
音乐吧
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyattregencybeijing-Wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Hannah Liu
Wine on list: 119 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 128 RMB
The presentation of the list suggests that this is a hip, fun place
to be. It's hard to argue with this, as a wine lover, when you see
the quality of the wines on the list. By the glass, the
international collection is small but all deserve their place as
modestly priced, quality wines. The Champagnes are first rate
and there are wines from Europe, Australasia and the Americas
from well-known winemakers - arranged by grape variety.
There's lots to delight with the spirits, especially the range of
single malts. Here is a place that punches well above its
weight.

MUST NATURAL WINE BAR 🍷🍷

MUSTACHE 🍷

St HuaXun No.2,shop 109.TianHe District , Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510000
8613822299744
https://www.instagram.com/must_winebar/?hl=en
Cuisine: Easy Casual European
Wine list by Muti Jansuphapchai
Wine on list: 200 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 500 RMB
This contemporary wine bar houses an excellent collection of
wine with a focus on ‘natural wines’. What is fabulous about
the inventory is that it encompasses so many different wine
styles, so you can enjoy xinamavro from Greece, a cab
franc/zweigelt blend from Austria or a mencia from Spain. It is
rather thrilling how many exciting and excellent wines are on
offer, from the quirky lesser-known wines, including skincontact styles, to respectable premium producers like Laherte
Frères, Domaine Roulot and Domaine Dujac.

No.768 Julu Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
021-62088753
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g308272d10775048-Reviews-Mustache-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Spanish & Mediterranean
Wine list by Steven Jiang, Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 66 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 38 - 68 RMB
All things Spanish are celebrated at Mustache with this
enticing list of vino - blanco, rosado and tinto. Short and sharp
it clovers all bases with a sprinkong of benchmark wines form
around the world. Domestic wines receive deserved attention
as does sherry, cerveza and sangria. Click your castanets and
enjoy this rollicking ride.

NADAMAN CENTRAL HK, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA, HONG KONG 🍷🍷

NADAMAN KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷

Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
999077
+852 2820 8570
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Terence Yeung
Wine on list: 98 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 190 HKD
A smart, focused wine list that really works its Japanese
restaurant theme well. Wine categories become wine and food
matching guides, hence, a range of international sauvignon
blancs prove excellent with light sashimi; chenin blancs from
the Loire are put forward with fish courses and a classic
grouping of Bordeaux varietals with beef and more. Under
these categories you can experience a range of styles whether
they are a Japanese koshu, classic Chablis, Swiss pinot or
Chilean, Chinese or top French cabernet sauvignon.

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 2733 8419
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 63 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 175 HKD
A smart, focused wine list that really works its Japanese
restaurant theme well. Wine categories become wine and food
matching guides, hence, a range of international sauvignon
blancs prove excellent with light sashimi; chenin blancs from
the Loire are put forward with fish courses and a classic
grouping of Bordeaux varietals with beef and more. Under
these categories you can experience a range of styles whether
they are a Japanese koshu, classic Chablis, South African
malbec blend, Napa Valley or top French cabernet sauvignon.

NISHIMURA, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING NORTH, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷
🍷🍷
北方馆
西村日本料理
Level 1, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa,
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089
010-88826719
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/shangrila/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 67 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 88 - 268 RMB
Thrilling collection of Sake to be found here. The far-reaching
‘by the glass’ offerings include some great names. A short list,
for sure, but it is balanced and thoughtfully compiled with
numerous wonderful wines from around the globe. There is
also a selection of local Chinese wines.

Macau (and SAR) 999078
853 8118 8822
https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/north.ht
ml
Cuisine: Northern Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 614 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 148 MOP
The North winelist mirrors that of its compatriot restaurant
Portofino both curated by Leon Tan. European wines are the
focus with Tan curating an extraordinary selection of Italian
and French wines, many with significant cellar age. This
particularly applies to the Champagne section with a number
of wines dating back to the 1990's. That said, there's ample
interesting and affordable wines from across the vinous globe
with the depth of large format bottles an added feature.

NORTH PALACE, THE LONDONER MACAO
🍷🍷🍷

O'BAR, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷
欧吧

北方鸣苑

No. 2A Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
10 5956 8888
https://www.nuohotel.com/en/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by David Gong
Wine on list: 132 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB
This tight wine selection offers the O'Bar clientele the
opportunity to rove the world of wine from their barstool. All
bases are covered with Champagne to the fore. The spirts list is
exemplary with whisk(e)y lovers particularly in mind.

Level 1, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853 8118 8822
https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-restaurants/northpalace.html
Cuisine: Northern Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 426 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 110 MOP
Among the big names that populate the North Palace wine list
there are some exciting and adventurous draw cards. Wines by
the glass lists a number of them such as Nyetimber sparklings
from England, Framingham pinot noir from New Zealand and
the mildly alcoholic dairy-based drink, Kumis, a house
specialty. Among its many strengths the list seeks out a
particularly strong selection of wines from the Napa Valley,
Rhone Valley and Tuscany in addition to a solid core of quality
French names.

ORIENTAL SENSE & PALATE 🍷

OSTERIA 🍷🍷

东方景宴

No.226 Jinxian Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200000
86 021 6256 8998
http://www.oysterlia.com/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 57 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 60 - 80 RMB
Osteria has been serving up fine Italian food, wine and oysters
to the locals and visitors of Shanghai for 13 years. The succinct
wine list is fresh and modern, offering a great range of global
styles. It's packed with affordable wines that are good examples
of their type, plus a few ultra-premium wines for the big
spenders. Oysters are a speciality of the restaurant, with
around 14 different varieties available, so it's fitting to see a
page of 'oysterlicious' wines. The unpretentious nature of the
list is to be commended, as it the balance, value and variety of
styles. As a result, patrons can have a solid and satisfying wine
experience without breaking the bank.

No. 57 Sinan Mansion, Huangpu, Shanghai 200000
021-54641319
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Diana Zhang
Wine on list: 44 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 130 RMB
This classy restaurant has a small list featuring some of the
world's outstanding wines. It is an international list centring
around France and offering some very good wines at modest
prices.

OTTIMO 🍷🍷🍷
4/F, Bldg 1, Surpass Court, 570 Yongjia Lu, near Yueyang Lu,
Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
+86 (021)64158857
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/12617/ottimo
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Yonex Zhang
Wine on list: 700 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 45 - 90 RMB
Best Wine Bar List
Best New List
OTTiMO stands out in the 2020 class of new restaurants with a
carefully curated, quality wine list of 700 wines. Wines by the
glass is plentiful in number and diverse in taste and includes a
separate listing of Italian wines to try. There is world of choice
here at a range of price points from Pio Cesare Gavi by the
glass and one of New Zealand's best whites, Kumeu River's
Mate's Vineyard chardonnay, to an aged cabernet from the
Golan Heights and Vega Sicilia tempranillo. And this list takes
Chinese wines very seriously indeed.

OYSTER TALKS 🍷🍷🍷
四度蚝
No.135, Pacific Century Place, 2A Gongrentiyuchang North
Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100010
+86 (0)10 6552 6065
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/beijing/oyster_talks/
Cuisine: Seafood
Wine list by Felix Xie
Wine on list: 259 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 140 RMB
Best Food & Wine Matching List
The Oyster Talks winelist is a revelation. It first catches the eye
with its thoughtful pairing of oysters in all their guises with
equally disparate wines from around the world. All bases are
covered with a solid rollcall of the classics along with serious
wines from the new world. A joy to review and equally joyful
for the lucky Oyster Talks customers

OYSTER & WINE BAR, SHERATON HONG
KONG HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷🍷
20 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 2369 1111
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheraton-hongkong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Western Grill
Wine list by Roger Fan
Wine on list: 610 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 150 - 345 HKD
Where to start on such an accomplished and comprehensive
wine list? Well, many diners will be engrossed by the 37 wines
available by the glass and may choose not to look any further.
It's a delectable selection. The attention to detail is clear
throughout this listing, whether it is the tasting notes that
accompany all 610 wines - a feat in itself - or the deep dive into
each country's regions. The US is a good example with the
Napa, Sonoma County, Oregon, Washington State and
California's Monterey County, Paso Robles, Central Coast and
other districts fully explored. This is one wine list where it pays
to have a thorough read through, if you have the time. And
when you get to the dessert list, we guarantee you will be
especially rewarded.

PAK LOH CHIU CHOW, GALAXY MACAU 🍷
Galaxy Macau, G/F, G048, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/pak-loh-chiuchow-restaurant/
Cuisine: Chinese - Chiu Chow
Wine list by Jacques Chua
Wine on list: 287 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 48 - 100 MOP
Unfortunately the wine list at this excellent Chiu Chow
restaurant is but a shadow of its former three glass self:
reduced from 1148 wines (23 by the glass) to 287 (10 by the
glass) and clearly in need of better organisation. Having said
that the quality of the wines available should enable customers
to choose from some very good wines at fair prices. The list is
certainly worth its one glass rating. The Chinese Wine List
remains impressive and there is plenty of choice from among
the selection of spirits.

PANOS STEAKHOUSE 🍷🍷
潘若斯牛排馆酒廊
Room 302, 3rd Floor, Diamond Tower Podium, Xizhilang
Building, Weilan Coast Community, Yuehai Street, Nanshan
District , Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
0755-86686630
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1865376920401187/posts/2
869908856614650
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Bruce Ba (Eric Wu-Consultant)
Wine on list: 107 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 108 - 158 RMB
This newly opened Shenzhen Steakhouse has an impressive
wine list in tune with the delicious food on offer. Reds are the
undisputed highlight of the list. Not only is there an aweinspiring selection of Bordeaux but also a substantial spread of
Italian wine and a good set from the USA. The white selection
is small but balanced, with a few lesser-known inclusions like
Pewsey Vale Eden Valley riesling from Australia and
malagouzia from Greece. Care has been taken with the wine
list, and there is no doubt that diners will have a highly
satisfying wine experience when visiting Panos.

PEACOCK ROOM (THE) 🍷🍷
孔雀厅
UnitS301, No. 288 ShiMen Yi Lu, TaiKoo Mall, Jing'an
District, Shanghai 200010
+86-21-52391999
http://fccworld.com.cn/
Cuisine: Modern Sichuan
Wine list by Crystal Xiao
Wine on list: 210 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 808 RMB
There's a lot to like about the Peacock Room's collection of
wines: its international perspective and the way the choice of
wines balances its superb Chinese cuisine. The list by the glass
is tiny but carefully chosen to offer value for money and
quality. There is representation in each section by the wines of
the world; mixing classics and popular names which represent
pleasing drinkability. The reds offer greater depth and more of
the world's iconic wineries. China, too, is well represented
here.

PEARL DRAGON, STAR TOWER AT STUDIO
CITY 🍷🍷
玥龍軒
Shop 2111, Level 2, Star Tower Estrada do Istmo, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8865 6560
https://www.studiocity-macau.com/en/dining/pearl-dragon
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 340 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 495 MOP
Pearl Dragon lays its wine list credentials out early with a
range of Prestige Vertical Collections featuring Penfolds
Grange, Chateau Haut-Brion and Chateau La Mission HautBrion. This is a list populated in spots by a host of well-known,
superstar wine names. The Champagne and Bordeaux
selections are particularly strong. Outside the big names, there
is plenty to tantalise and spark the diner's interest. The
Sommelier Recommendations come with thoughtful food and
wine matching ideas, in addition to the chance to try one of
China's top wines,Ao Yun, by the glass. There is also more
good drinking assured by the glass with a smart selection of
world wines.

PENTHOUSE (THE), GRAND HYATT
SHENZHEN 🍷

PETRUS, ISLAND SHANGRI-LA, HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷

顶楼酒吧

Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR) 999077
+85228208392
http://www.shangri-la.com/uploadedFiles/Shangrila_Hotels/Island_ShangriLa,_Hong_Kong/dining/restaurants/restaurantpetrus/Ps%20wine%2008.07.2021.pdf
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Terence Wong & Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 1800 (45 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 165 - 7900 HKD

1881 Baoan Nan Road Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518001
0755-82661234
http://www.grandhyattshenzhen.com
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Grant Wu
Wine on list: 123 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 1088 RMB
A compact international list filled with reputable, well-known
brands, including a solid set from Bordeaux. The new world
section is small but packed with premium names. There is also
a high-quality selection of wine-by-the-glass and an
extraordinary collection of whisky.

PLUMP OYSTER BAR (THE) 🍷
普朗姆生蚝吧
No. 169, Middle Jianguo Rd, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200000
86-021-54183175
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d3598449-Reviews-The_Plump_Oyster-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 71 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 59 - 79 RMB
The Plump Oyster Bar list focuses on two things: finding good
quality wines at fair prices and making sure that these wines
will be suitable matches with its oysters. They succeed in both
aims. It's a small, eclectic list from around the world: New
Zealand, Italy, Chile, France and Australia. Although
conscious of keeping the price down, there are quality wines
available for those who wish to splurge.

Best Listing of French Wines
Petrus is a masterful wine list of great depth, a love letter to
France across all of its wine regions and in all of its vinous
glory. Yes, price can be no object here, just look to the listing of
Chateau Petrus 1928-2011 and the many verticals of wines you
only dream about. However, the mark of a great wine list is its
ability to reach out across all price points, to explore and offer
discovery - and excitement - in addition to tapping into a rich
vein of iconic stars. Petrus ticks all of the boxes. Nowhere does
it more succinctly and successfully than in its wines by the
glass listing.

PLUMP OYSTER STEAK (THE) 🍷
普朗姆生蚝牛排馆
No.1500, Middle Huaihai Rd, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000
86 021 64399032
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 74 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 59 - 79 RMB
Like its stablemate, The Plump Oyster Bar with which this list
crosses over, this steak-focused restaurant takes car to see that
this small list offers plenty of red wines that go admirably with
steak. Again, the focus is on affordable wine. However, here
there are sections that offers top quality reds from Italy and
France that many wine lovers will be happy to embrace.
There's plenty to enjoy here.

POETRY WINE GUANGHUA 🍷🍷
光华拾久
No. 61, Middle East Third Ring Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100006
010-87774188
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: New Beijing
Wine list by Wenshuai
Wine on list: 48 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 59 - 89 RMB
A high class, refined list with careful consideration of variety,
region and vintage. The producers have been hand-selected to
ensure that the diner is presented with the finest of labels.
Wines by the glass change with the seasons, and special wines
are served using the Coravin system. Enjoy wines from topclass wineries such as Vacheron, Clonakilla and Ata Rangi, as
well as classic producers from Burgundy and Bordeaux. It is a
succinct, curated selection that will delight true wine lovers.

POETRY WINE SOLANA 🍷🍷🍷
湖畔拾久
No.6, Chaoyang Park, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100006
010 - 85831919
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: New Beijing
Wine list by Sulong
Wine on list: 130 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 59 - 119 RMB
Best Beer List
A finely crafted wine list perfectly synchronised to the
restaurant’s modern, innovative ‘Beijing’ cuisine. The list is in
tune with the seasons, with the by-the-glass selection changing
to reflect new dishes and seasonal ingredients, and the Coravin
system is used to pour special wines. The contemporary nature
of the selection sets it apart from the pack, demonstrating that
the sommelier clearly has their finger on the pulse. Spotlights
on grower Champagne, riesling, pinot noir, cool-climate
chardonnay and the wines of China, just name a few, direct the
diner to interesting labels that have been chosen with care. For
the more adventurous, there are natural and ‘orange’ wines on
offer. And if your budget is unlimited, you can ask about their
exclusive cellar selection of rare and memorable wines.

POP ROOFTOP BRASSERIE & BAR, THREE
ON THE BUND 🍷🍷

PORTOFINO, THE VENETIAN MACAO
🍷🍷🍷

POP露台餐厅与酒吧

碧涛意国渔乡

7/F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200002
86 021 63210909
http://www.threeonthebund.com
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Edison Su
Wine on list: 137 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$ - $$$
By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB
With jaw-dropping views of the Shanghai skyline, you will feel
immersed in the energy of this dynamic city at this rooftop
brasserie and bar, even more so with a glass in hand. Wine
lovers will enjoy hunting through the list at POP as there are
many delicious, well-chosen wines. Quality wines can be found
at all price points, and there is a mix of bright, young wines
plus a good number with age. It is a distinctly international list
featuring key wines from classic wine regions. Bordeaux and
Champagne are highlights, as is the spirit selection. If you are
unsure of what to order, head to the sommelier’s suggestions
for a hand-picked selection of quality wines.

Level 1, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8118 8822
https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/portofin
o.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 614 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 155 MOP
Macau is lucky to have Portofino and Leon Tan's exemplary
winelist. While Italian wines are the focus (in keeping with the
Italianate menu) Tan has curated an extraordinary selection of
French wines, many with significant cellar age. This
particularly applies to the Champagne section with a number
of wines dating back to the 1990's. That said, there's ample
interesting and affordable wines from across the vinous globe
with the depth of large format bottles an added feature.

PREMIER WEST PALAZZO 🍷

QI BAR, MANDARIN ORIENTAL PUDONG 🍷

虹桥壹号

111 Pudong Road (S), Pudong, Shanghai 200120
021 2082 9888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong/finedining
Cuisine: Bar Snacks
Wine list by Kevin Chan
Wine on list: 53 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 180 RMB
A tight listing of 53 wines that fits the venue's bar snacks and
relaxed atmosphere. Pre-dinner drinks are taken care of from
big name Champagne houses and classic names from Europe
to the stars of the New World. There is, quite rightly, a strong
emphasis on wines by the glass. Here, you can also experience
local Chinese stars.

1999 Hongqiao Road, Chengjiaqiao Street, Changning District,
Shanghai 200050
21
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ if you have no website.
Cuisine: Cantonese & Taizhou
Wine list by Shen Qing
Wine on list: 193 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
The focus on this high-end Shanghai restaurant is the great
wines of the world and it starts with a stunning collection of
great Bordeaux. Overall, the list covers France, Germany,
Italy, Spain, the USA, Chile and Australasia. Its heart,
however, remains in Bordeaux and Burgundy, with an
outstanding collection of their wines.

QING YA, HILTON DALIAN GOLDEN
PEBBLE BEACH RESORT 🍷

QU LANGYUAN 🍷
曲廊院

57 Haibin West Road, Economic & Technological
Development Zone, Dalian, Liaoning 116600
0411-39258888
https://www.hilton.com/en/hotels/dlcdchi-hilton-dalian-goldenpebble-beach-resort/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Sherry Qi
Wine on list: 21 (2 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 50 RMB
A list which is largely, though not completely, dedicated to
various wines and regions from what is termed the New World.
There is a fine supporting cast of drinks, both alcoholic and
non-alcoholic. The range of wines include a number which
represent very good value.

No.25 Dongsi ShiYiTiao, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100006
010-84038229
http://www.winelistofyear.cn
Cuisine: Chinese Fusion
Wine list by Jun Zhang
Wine on list: 43 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 108 RMB
Names like JJ Prum, Trimbach, Gaja and more are dotted
through this tight but pleasing list. Some local wines, plus rice
wines and Chinese liquors and beers add to the fun. A range of
Chinese teas are also included. This is not a large list but there
is plenty to like.

RED MANSIONS 🍷

RED RESTAURANT (JIANGSU ROAD) 🍷🍷

红楼宴

民国红公馆（江苏路店）

Historical Building 2, 1183 Changning Road, Changning
District, Shanghai 200050
+86-21-63155777
http://fccworld.com.cn/
Cuisine: Authentic Huaiyang
Wine list by Crystal Xiao
Wine on list: 94 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 688 RMB
The wine list opens with a dedicated Sommelier's Selection of
wines, some available by the glass and carafe, and there are
some real stars available including Duval Leroy NV which is
recommended alongside Austria's Brundlmayer gruner
veltliner and a red served under Coravin from China's Long
Dai winery. It nicely sets the scene for what follows on this
focused international wine list.

No.25 Jiangsu Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210024
025-58705157
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Huaiyang Style
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 179 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 188 RMB
The wines have been carefully chosen to suit the restaurant’s
Huaiyang cuisine, including a small collection of quality wine
available by the glass. There is a sophisticated selection of
white wine from France, including Alsace, Loire, Rhone Valley,
Bordeaux and Burgundy, as well as a few of German and
Italian options. There is a significant focus on Burgundy and
Bordeaux in the reds, including a number with age. There are
also some icon wines from Spain, the US and Australia.
Producers have been chosen for their high quality, and there is
a good range of styles available.

RELAIS CHATEAUX SEVEN VILLAS 🍷🍷🍷

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
天巢法國餐廳

1 Bapanling Road, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310012
0571 8886 7888
https://www.relaischateaux.com/us/china/seven-villas
Cuisine: Chinese and French Fusion
Wine list by Ying Guo, Dennis Lee
Wine on list: 420 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 165 RMB
With its Chinese and French Fusion cuisine, expect to see a
large number of good French wines populating this wine list in
addition to a wide range of internationals. Champagne is
exemplary in its selection of houses, growers and styles
including blanc de blancs and blanc de noirs. Burgundy and
Bordeaux stand apart, but take time to explore a little further
afield and seek out the quality names on display. It's a rich and
deep vein of wines, including low-fi, organic and bio-dynamic,
running through this list.

43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7878
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/robuchon-audome
Cuisine: French Contemporary
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17900 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
Best Luxury Fine Wine Cellar List
This luxury collection of wine is based on the master list of the
Grand Lisboa Hotel in Macau. It has a bewilderingly good
range of vintages of the most sought-after wines in the world.
Few, if any, places could match it. There's an astounding
presentation of Dom Perignon and a comprehensive list of
luxury champagnes; multiple vintages of all of the great white
Burgundies and Chablis; surely the world's best collection of
sweet German whites; all the greatest producers of Red
Burgundy in the great years and the best Bordeaux. As well as
all this, there are heaps of top Californian, Australian, Italian
and Spanish reds as well as dessert wines and fortifieds. Wines
by the glass are outstanding: starting with a choice of four
champagnes, a small yet first rate international collection of
whites and reds, four sweet wines, five fortifieds as well as
three levels (Discovery, Privilege and Imperial) of wines by the
glass with the degustation menus. Mind-blowing.

ROOF BAR (THE), GUANGZHOU PARK
HYATT 🍷

ROSE PALACE 🍷🍷
嘉苑

70th Floor, 16 Huaxia Road, Zhujiang New City , Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510623
020-37691234
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g298555d10357333-Reviews-The_Roof_BarGuangzhou_Guangdong.html
Cuisine: Jazz Bar
Wine list by Sid Fu
Wine on list: 54 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 128 - 158 RMB
Four champagnes by-the-glass. Unfortunately there aren’t
vintages for every wine (and the food menu is missing, as is the
other beverages). But there is a broad spectrum of wines on
the list including many high end producers. But it is not perfect
(for example, a Sauterne is nestled in the middle of the white
wines). But there are some fancy wines available. Sitting on a
one.

Shop 101 Kerry Plaza, 1 Zhong Xin Si Road, Futian District ,
Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000
0755-83212848
http://zha.com.hk/portfolio/hospitality/Rose-Palace/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Della Tang
Wine on list: 71 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A beautifully composed and balanced wine list complementary
to the classy Cantonese cuisine and the elegant decor. The wine
list is arranged by variety, making it easy to a different origin
of your favoured grape. For example, you may choose a
riesling from China, a chardonnay from New Zealand or a
cabernet from Chile. There is also good number of white and
red Burgundies and a lovely selection of shiraz. The wines
have been selected on their grace and harmony. A
commendable, thoughtful selection of fine wine.

SAZANKA, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷

SCARPETTA PIZZERIA 🍷

58 Maoming Road (S.), Huangpu District, Shanghai 200030
86 21 64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/
Cuisine: Teppanyaki
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 120 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
With sweeping views over Shanghai, Sazanka is the perfect
place to enjoy Teppanyaki cuisine paired with fine wine. Care
has been taken to present a balanced wine list with
representation from the classic wine-growing regions of the
world. Bordeaux is a highlight, but so is the selection from
Italy, the USA and Australia. There is a good spread of prices,
so you can enjoy delicious modestly priced wine or a rare and
prestigious icon.

食光西餐厅
No.33, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768223
http://scarpetta.coquille.com.cn/zh/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 44 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 78 RMB
Scarpetta Pizzeria celebrates all things Italian with this joyous
winelist composed entirely of Italian wines. Short, sharp and
well curated it covers all of Italy's disparate wine regions
admirably. Pithy wine quotes add a sense of fun as do the
evocative culinary drawings. All in all a superb effort.

SENSE 8 XINTIANDI 🍷🍷
誉八仙新天地

SHANG PALACE BEIJING, SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷

Building No. 8, No. 8 Taicang Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200010
021 6373 1888
http://fccworld.com.cn/
Cuisine: Authentic Cantonese
Wine list by Crystal Xiao
Wine on list: 213 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 808 RMB
There is a jewel at the centre of this confident world wine
listing. It's not a rich vein of Burgundy or Bordeaux wines although that can be found here - but rather one of the more
impressive statements ever made about the state of Chinese
wine production. It is a serious collection of wines. There's also
the rare opportunity to try top producer, Ao Yun by the glass,
something not to be missed. The list is organised by grape
variety which highlights the excellent diversity of grapes - and
choice - that exists from gruner veltliner and viura to nerello
mascalese and mourvedre. Enjoy.

香宫

SHANG PALACE KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷

SHANGHAI TANG CAFE 🍷🍷

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 2733 8419
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 95 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 270 HKD
A small but thoughtful wine list that covers a lot of world wine
territory. The use of handy category headings such as Easy
Drinking, Fruit Driven, Medium & fruity and Powerful, etc.,
throughout the list guide diners with their choices. Styles are
modern, vintages tend towards the fresh and mostly youthful
,and many producers are small and quality-orientated. Should
you prefer something more iconic with bottle age, then the
Private Cellar collection at the end of the list is for you. Here,
you will find Gaja, Jermann, Meo-Camuzet, Lafite, Haut Brion
and more.

29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089
010-88826733
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/shangrila/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 67 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 268 RMB
An impressive collection of the ‘by the glass’ offerings with
some famous names and superb wines, as well as some local
entrants. A tight list, but one which cherry-picks excellent
wines from around the globe. Plenty here which will nicely
match the cuisine on offer.

上海滩餐厅新天地店
358 South Huangpi Road, Shanghai, 200001
021-63037777
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Jason Xu
Wine on list: 154 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB
A thoroughly modern, youthful list that has something for
everyone. To start, there is a small, well-chosen selection by
the glass. The Champagne pages are a mix of large houses and
growers, so you can order something familiar or something
new. The list is divided into Old World, China and New World,
so if you are looking for, for example, white wine, you will need
to look in each of the three sections. The classic European wine
regions are well-represented. Though it is also pleasing to see
many modern names from Australia. In line with fashion, you’ll
also find a few examples of ‘natural wine’, including some
amber styles. And if you are after an exceptional bottle, turn to
the prestige wine section at the back of the list.

SHANGHAI TANG CHINA WORLD 🍷
上海滩餐厅

SHENG YONG XING (BEIJING SAN LI TUN)
🍷🍷🍷

Jianguomen Street,Beijing China World Tower North Area 6F
No6008, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-59611777
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g294212d19729243-Reviews-Shanghai_Tang_China_World_MallBeijing.html
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Leo Liu
Wine on list: 97 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB
A list which will provide comfort to those who enjoy the
familiar and the true and trusted. Solid names, much loved
producers, fine wines. Where the list ventures into more
adventurous territory, it still concentrates very much on the
classic stars. Very well supported by beers, spirits and other
beverages.

晟永兴（三里屯店）

SHENG YONG XING (BEIJING WU DAO
KOU) 🍷🍷

SHENG YONG XING (SHANGHAI BUND )
🍷🍷🍷

晟永兴（北京五道口店）

晟永兴 （上海外滩店）

Building No 35, Zhi Xin Road, Haidian District, Beijing
100089
010-59862586
http://beijing.nestcool.com/en/restaurant/R1058-Sheng-YongXing/
Cuisine: Jing-Lu Style
Wine list by Arneis Wu
Wine on list: 44 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 68 RMB
Arneis Wu has done it again, scaling down his magnum opus
Beijing San Li Tun winelist to suit the Wudaokou venue. As
always the list is full of information, surprises and a bit of fun.
The recommendations of wines to suit different food groups is
innovative with the wine matching equally educational. While
all benchmarks are covered, its the thoughtful style of this
winelist that sets it apart.

5th Floor, Bund No 5, 20 Guangdong Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200001
021-63302885
https://www.smartshanghai.com/articles/dining/on-the-radarsheng-yong-xing
Cuisine: Jing-Lu Style
Wine list by Arneis Wu
Wine on list: 236 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 178 RMB

No.5 Xin Dong Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-64640968
https://guide.michelin.com/en/beijingmunicipality/beijing/restaurant/sheng-yong-xing-chaoyang
Cuisine: Jing-Lu Style
Wine list by Arneis Wu
Wine on list: 189 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 138 RMB
Arneis Wu has curated an excellent winelist full of information,
surprises and a bit of fun. The recommendations of wines to
suit different food groups is innovative with the wine matching
equally educational. The selection of Champagnes is a wonder
with Wu's refreshing spread of interesting drops from across
the globe equally dazzling. While all benchmarks are covered,
its the thoughtful style of this winelist that sets it apart.

Best Chinese Restaurant List
Arneis Wu has curated another wonderful winelist that mirrors
the Beijing sibling of the Sheng Yong Xing group. Its full of
information, surprises and a bit of fun. The recommendations
of wines to suit different food groups is innovative with the
wine matching equally educational. The selection of
Champagnes is a wonder with Wu's refreshing spread of
interesting drops from across the globe equally dazzling. While
all benchmarks are covered, its the thoughtful style of this
winelist that sets it apart.

SHUNPACHI, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING
WANGJING 🍷🍷
旬八
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyattregencybeijing-Wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Izakaya
Wine list by Hannah Liu, Edison Kong, Yoyo Wang
Wine on list: 119 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 128 RMB
This is an identical list to Music Bar except for its stellar range
of sakes which is among the finest in China. By the glass, the
international collection here is small but all deserve their place
as modestly priced, quality wines. The Champagnes are first
rate and there are wines from Europe, Australasia and the
Americas from well-known winemakers - arranged by grape
variety.

SKY BAR, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷
58 Maoming Road (S.), Huangpu District, Shanghai 200030
86 21 64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/
Cuisine: Wine & Cocktails
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 120 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
The Sky Bar is just that - an elegant bar poised on the 33rd
level overlooking the Shanghai skyline. The well structured
winelist ably supports the Sky Bar's cocktail and spiritous
offerings with a number of highlights - the expansive list of
Champagnes to the fore. Offering wine by the glass and carafe
adds gravitas, as does the depth of the Bordeaux selection. Well
done, sommelier Liao Yinhua.

SIR ELLY'S, THE PENINSULA SHANGHAI
🍷🍷🍷
艾利爵士餐厅
No.32 The Bund,32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai,
200002
23272888
http://www.peninsula.com.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 308 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 138 - 698 RMB
Vietti Barolo 2015 and St. Hugo shiraz 2010 by the glass sets
the standard for this extraordinary international wine list
chock-full of heavyweight names and emerging stars. Should
you manage to drag yourself away from wines by the glass - a
hard ask - you will discover a thoughtfully-curated selection of
wines headed by France but with a strong supporting cast.
Imaginative category headings inspire exploration, names such
as Mountain Slopes & Rivers, Chardonnay: The Origin & Kiss
of Oak and Ancient Wine Country - Italy. The Peninsula
"house" wines

SONGJI PORK HOT POT 🍷
汕头松记猪肚火锅
101, Building 301, Tairan Science and Technology Park, 8
Tairan 4th Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000
13714434283
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Cantonese Hot Pot
Wine list by Della Tang
Wine on list: 10 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
An eclectic collection of global wine is the feature of this small
hot pot restaurant. There are only ten producers listed, but they
traverse a wide range of styles and origins. The wines are
colour coded to indicate white, rosé, orange and red. And you
can drink wine from Italy, Israel, Germany, America, France,
Austria, the Czech Republic and Switzerland. Their
catchphrase, “Eat pork from Shantou, drink wines from the
world”, will have people lining up for a table in droves!

ST REGIS BAR MACAU, THE ST REGIS
MACAU 🍷

STEAK UNIVERSE WANGFUJING 🍷🍷

澳门瑞吉酒吧

No.201,Building C, Chang'An Metropolis Center,
No.88,(Wang Fu Jing 2/F), Nan Guan Zheng Jie, BeiLin
District, Xi'an, Shaanxi 710000
029-85266958
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g298557d19449357-Reviews-Steak_Universe-Xi_an_Shaanxi.html
Cuisine: Steak house
Wine list by Jingjing LU
Wine on list: 162 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 5800 RMB
This is a lively list which works hard to please its customers
with pleasant surprises and fair prices. Wines by the glass with
125, 300, 500ml pours is unique and no doubt appreciated.
Coravin is used brilliantly with the offer of a DRC: it will tempt
plenty. The list of Chinese wines is impressive. The basis of the
list is a strong well-chosen international list which deserve
careful exploration. A delight.

Second Floor, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
999078
+853 8113 1300
https://www.thestregisbarmacao.com/
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by David Duan
Wine on list: 120 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 398 MOP
An easy wine list to dip into and explore a small but diverse
group of world wines. Diners are encouraged to ask the
sommelier for further information regarding vintages.
Currently, the list does not supply them.

酒师扒房

STEAK UNIVERSE XIYING 🍷🍷

STONE SAL 🍷🍷🍷

酒师扒房

言盐

XiYing Road 508，QuJiang New District, Xi'an, Shaanxi
710061
029-89660452
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/xian/steak_universe_by_little_so
mms_bfde/map
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by TaoWang
Wine on list: 89 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 2780 RMB
With the Little Somms wine lists you quickly learn to expect the
unexpected. This is a small yet carefully thought-out collection
with an impressive list by the glass - using Coravin cleverly. It's
an international treasure trove with a standout collection of
riesling, due attention paid to France and Italy, and a section
on natural wines for the young at heart. All this plus wines
from around the globe which will tempt wine lovers and those
who can't resist steak.

2nd Floor-9 Donghu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 201204
86 21 5465 1765
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d16755011-Reviews-Stone_Sal-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by Yang Lu
Wine on list: 200 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 85 - 340 RMB
There is no mistaking that diners visit Stone Sal for the meat.
You can choose from USDA Prime or Australian Black Angus,
or Wagyu. So it is no surprise to see the lengthy listing of reds
on the wine list. Burgundy, Rhone Valley and Bordeaux feature
strongly from France. There is also a good number of Italian
and Spanish wines. Head to the comprehensive ‘New Word’
selection for value, where you will find well-priced wines and
high-quality small producers such as Felton Road from New
Zealand and Bass Phillip from Australia. There is also a solid
selection of wines by the glass, including select magnums
poured using Coravin. Take heart if you are a white wine lover;
you will be well looked after with a well-chosen international
spread.

SUHE FEAST 🍷
Level 1, Jing'an International Center, 900 ChangAn Road ,
Jing'an District, Shanghai 2000000
137 6426 7114
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Caesar Liu
Wine on list: 116 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A modest wine list that is almost exclusively devoted to white
and red table wines. While there are no wines by the glass, if
diners wish to explore some top quality makers from around the
world, including China, then this list supplies them, from J.J.
Prum riesling and Guigal viognier to top class Ata Rangi pinot
noir and Chateau Beychevelle cabernet blend and everything in
between.

SUI TANG LI, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
随堂里
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8068
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middlehouse/restaurants-and-bars/sui-tang-li/
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by James Teng
Wine on list: 265 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 180 RMB
James Teng has not only crafted an excellent winelist but
presented it in a clear and informative way. The descriptive
headings for each section are spot on with the
acknowledgement of bio-dynamic vineyards and sweetness
levels noted by quirky symbols. There's no excess here, just
265 enticing wines thoughtfully matched to the Sui Tang Li
menu. Well done, James.

SUMMER PALACE HONG KONG, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA, HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, JINGAN
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
999077
+852 2820 8552
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Sunny Keung, Kenneth Tai
Wine on list: 95 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 320 HKD
Summer Palace takes the 95-wine listing and presents a
masterclass in the creation of a small wine list. Diners are
taken through a whirlwind tour of top wine producers from the
classic wine regions of the world. From Ruinart, Egon Muller
and Jeffrey Grosset to Chateau d'Ampuis, Marques de Murrieta
and producers far and wide, including Switzerland, are
covered. A classy, classic small wine list.

夏宫餐厅
No. 1218 Middle Yan’an Road Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+862122038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/summerpalace/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 680 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 1980 RMB
This is an extraordinary winelist that covers very wish and
whim that a diner at the Summer Palace may desire. Fengyuan
Wang has scoured the world to assemble an enormous rollcall
of the very best wines with many mini-verticals of famous
vinous icons. There's value for the keen eye and plenty of wines
for those who seek to impress. The plenitude of 'wines by the
glass' and depth of the half bottle list adds a final flourish.

SUN STUDIO 🍷
尚9一滴水江景西餐厅
3rd Floor, 500 Dongdaming Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai
200080
2151803188
http://www.sun-9.com
Cuisine: Jiangjing Western Food
Wine list by Xu Xiaocan
Wine on list: 62 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A wine list devoted almost exclusively to the wines of France,
led by Champagne and Bordeaux. Big names lead the way from
Dom Perignon and Veuve Clicquot through to an aged Grand
Cru Corton Charlemagne and Chateau Mouton Rothschild,
Cheval Blanc. Look a little closer, though, and you will come
across a couple of exciting Ningxia sparklings, a top German
riesling producer and New Zealand sauvignon blanc pioneer
together with the odd Italian from Gaja and Tedeschi.

SW STEAKHOUSE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷
永利扒房
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 88898889
https://www.wynnpalace.com
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Elise Ngan
Wine on list: 980 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 250 MOP
Best Sake List
This list shows great depth in quality wines and producers, a
veritable feast for those with a hankering for top notch French
wines, in addition to some smart wines from the rest of the
world. And, yes, as this is an American steakhouse you can
expect a thorough listing of US white wines and especially reds
from Napa Valley, Sonoma, Oregon and Washington, just the
ticket with the excellent prime cut steaks on the menu. Keeneyed diners will also wish to check out the listing of Chinese
wines led by superstar, Ao Yun.

TAM CHAI YU CHUN, GALAXY MACAU
🍷🍷

TAPAS WINE BAR, KOWLOON SHANGRILA 🍷🍷

Galaxy Macau, 1/F, 1001, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/tam-chai-yuchun/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Jack Li
Wine on list: 146 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 250 MOP
A wine list for those in a celebratory mood and, in particular,
diners who enjoy a top red. Bordeaux red icons open the listing
so you know you are embarking on a journey on the high road.
All the big names are here: Mouton Rothschild, Lafite, Latour,
etc. Look a little further and there's a bigger wine world to
explore, a mix of established names from Europe and the New
World. Wines by the glass offers an enjoyable short cut to the
list, and don't overlook the Chinese wine/mou tai listing which
is comprehensive and worthy of interest.

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
(852) 2733 8475
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/
Cuisine: Tapas
Wine list by Rachel Wong, Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 65 (65 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 95 - 250 HKD
An intriguing and different approach to a wine list with all 65
wines listed being available by the glass. Diners can also pick
and choose and construct their wine flights. This smart, tight
wine list concentrates on fresh, young whites and a wide range
of reds from around the world. Style categories will help with
the decision-making, from the Lighter to the Richer wines to the
intriguing selection of wines to be found under 'The
Unexpected' or 'Our Favourites' categories. The Monthly Wine
Journey segment looks to Japan and China for its vinous
inspiration.

TAVOLA ITALIAN DINING BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷
北京塔沃拉意大利餐厅
2nd Floor, The Grand Summit, Section B, Liangmaqiao
Dipolomatic Mansion, No. 19, Dongfang East Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100600
85325068
http://www.Tavola.cn/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Liyun Ma
Wine on list: 353 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 608 RMB
Best Listing of Chinese Wines
Tavola celebrates all things Italian and does it with pizzazz.
The all Italian 'by the glass' list leads the way with the heart of
this thoughtfully curated winelist focussing on Italy's hero
regions and grape varieties. That said, there's depth to the
supporting list of old and new world wines. Educational
information adds gravitas, as does the serious list of half
bottles on offer. There's value for the keen-eyes customer with
plenty of opportunities to 'splash out' for the with a hefty
budget. Salute.

TENMASA, ALTIRA MACAU 🍷🍷
天政
Level 11, F&B Tower, Avenida de Kwong Tung, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 2886 8868
https://www.altiramacau.com/en/dining/Tenmasa#All
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 520 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 588 MOP
A stellar collection of world wines awaits at Tenmasa, much
the same as it does at sister restaurant, Ying. The wines by the
glass list here is more extensive and employs Coravin to
explore some excellent drinking from Burgundy, Bordeaux,
Portugal and Spain that might otherwise be prohibitive by
price. The Champagne selection is another top place to
consider with its clever blending of big houses, grower
Champagnes and masterful Cuvee de Prestige names. After
that, the wine world is your oyster

TERRAZZA, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

THEATRE (THE) 🍷

Galaxy Macau, 2/F, 2001, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/terrazzaitalian-restaurant/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Amy Pan
Wine on list: 1253 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 370 MOP
Terrazza blends its focus on the best wines of Italy with an
international perspective. It starts with an excellent selection
by the glass of some of Italy some fascinating indigenous
varieties as well as some tempting internationals. The
champagne collection is exemplary, especially with its blanc de
blancs. There's nothing cursory about its offerings of
international wines with New Zealand, the USA and Australia
treated in depth. And a glittering array of French classics with
numerous mouth-watering verticals. Italy matches it, of course,
especially with its focus on Ornellaia and Sassicaia.

No.300, Jiaozi Av., U8 Bar Street, Gaoxin District, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610036
028-60116400
https://chengdu-expat.com/places/the-theatre-financial-city/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Haoyang Li
Wine on list: 81 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 320 RMB
New on the Chengdu scene, The Theatre digs deep into the
European wine scene with a host of top names and classic
styles from Germany, Italy, Austria and France. It also covers
the New World with some well-priced, good drinking wines
from Chile, Argentina, California, New Zealand, Australia and
South Africa. Plenty of choice here. For those for whom price
is no object, take a look at the section featuring Robert Parker
perfect 100 point wines.

TIN LUNG HEEN , THE RITZ-CARLTON ,
HAIKOU 🍷

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷

天龙轩
No.39 Yang Shan Boulevard, Longhua District, Haikou,
Hainan 571155
0898 6683 6888
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/haikou/dining/tinlung-heen
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Edward Gao
Wine on list: 180 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 248 RMB
Those who love their wine will enjoy hunting through this list to
find the magic combinations of producer, region and vintage.
Those in the know will find some special bottles indeed.
Bordeaux features prominently in the list, with recently
released as well as aged wines. There are many options by the
glass and don’t miss the fine Sherrys and Ports to close.

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
+86 28 6297 4190
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-temple-house/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Cederic Yao
Wine on list: 263 (43 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 1500 RMB
Tivano has received a three glass rating since 2018,
demonstrating the ongoing commitment to the service of highquality wine. Diversity is what makes this list so thrilling, from
the interesting wines-by-the-glass, including 'super stars'
poured using the Coravin system, to fabulous themed wine
flights. In line with the cuisine is a top selection of Italian
wines. But you will also find many great wines from the classic
regions of France, a good spread from the new world, some
quality local Chinese producers and a few gems from
Switzerland and Lebanon.

TRIO WINE BAR 🍷🍷
三重奏葡萄酒酒吧

TSURU, JINGAN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷

2139, Grand Floor Shangdu Soho North Tower, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100020
13522052400
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese and Western
Wine list by Ashley Gao
Wine on list: 137 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 56 - 478 RMB
This joyous winelist celebrates wine in all its forms. Quirky
headings to each section add to the fun with the focus on new
wave and alterative wines styles sourced from across the
vinous globe. There's plenty of value for the keen eyed along
with traditional benchmarks filling the top shelf. The nod to
Miles's love of pinot noir from the cult movie Sideways adds a
splendid touch. All in all, an enticing and innovative winelist.

鹤餐厅

TIVANO意大利餐厅

No. 1218 Middle Yan’an Road Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+862122038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/tsuru/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 321 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 1980 RMB
Tsuru hits a lot of high wine notes whether it's an exploration
of sake, a dip into some bucket list wines like Chateau Latour
served by the glass under Coravin, or the discovery of
emerging quality Chinese wines, this is the list that hits each
note in perfect pitch. New World, Old World, big producers,
boutiques, the avant garde and the wine establishment stand
side by side at all price points.

UNION, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 🍷🍷

VEGE WONDER 🍷🍷

Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
+86 10 6410 5180
https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-oppositehouse/restaurants-and-bars/union/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Frank He
Wine on list: 68 (59 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 900 RMB
This playful winelist is well pitched to the relaxes food served
at the Union. The extensive list of 'wines by the glass' adds
gravitas as does the inclusion of top shelf wines - especially
from the 'old world' of wine. The cocktails list is playful and
backed by a solid range of spirits. All in all a tight, well
executed rollcall of vinous delights.

山河万朵

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
一酒香

VOISIN ORGANIQUE 🍷🍷

No 1 Guanghua Road, Beijing, 100020
(86 10)8565 2949
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 403 (38 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 5288 RMB
Extraordinary doesn't quite sum up this astonishing winelist. Its
a vinous tour of the world's very best wines with the classics
from Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux the pick of the
bunch. Not only that but many of these icon wines are offered
in multiple vintages. The 'by the glass' list is exemplary with the
top-notch selection served via Coravin adding extra clout.
Prices are suitably high, pushed by the scarcity of many of
these gems. All in all, an amazing effort - well done Yang Lu
and Jacobs Zhang.

No. 212, 2F, West Block, Wangfujing Rd , Dongcheng District,
Beijing 100006
010-68888199
http://www.diningcitydeals.com/en/beijing/vege_wonder
Cuisine: Vegetarian
Wine list by Bonniel YueXing
Wine on list: 116 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 200 RMB
This is an exciting and energetic winelist. The focus on Chinese
wines is to be applauded with a number offered by on the short
the glass list . That said, the depth of the classic French wines
is more than impressive with highly regarded domaines and
chateaux a feature of the winelist. The descriptions are
accurate with the acknowledgment of organic, bio-dynamic and
natural winegrowing a bonus. All in all, its a compelling and
enticing list.

S209, L2 Upper Hills, 5001 Huanggang Road, Futian District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong 518052
133 2298 7869
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g297415d17375997-Reviews-Voisin_OrganiqueShenzhen_Guangdong.html
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by Leo Liao
Wine on list: 235 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
I applaud the lengthy selection of local Chinese wines featured
with pride at the front of the list, including almost thirty labels
from eight different regions. There is also a strong focus on the
wines of France, particularly from Champagne, Burgundy and
Bordeaux, though you will also find wines from the Jura,
Alsace and the Loire Valley. Other European countries such as
Italy, Spain and Germany also have good representation.
Finally, there is a diverse spread from the New World,
including a sophisticated selection from Australia.

WEST LAKE BISTRO, FOUR SEASONS
HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷
西湖餐厅
5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013
571 8113-5128
https://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou/
Cuisine: Bistro
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 296 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 1580 RMB
An inspiring wine list where it's possible to tick off some of
those bucket list wines you always wanted to try because here
many are served by 75ml and 150ml pours including Keller,
Comtes Lafon, Chateau Grillet, Biondi-Santi and more. Once
past the enticing wines by the glass, a fabulous world of wine
that awaits. The best wines of Italy and France are placed
under the microscope - the Champagne collection is
particularly mouth-watering - and quality names from a
supporting cast of countries, regions and makers dot the pages.
The promotion of Chinese wines deserves your particular
attention.

WILD YEAST 🍷🍷🍷
6th Floor, Gonglian CC Building, No 292-4 Yanan Rd,
Shangcheng District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310003
+8613216179996
https://www.facebook.com/448343975972420/posts/wildyeast-in-hangzhou-beautiful-modern-chinese-food-twist-oftaizhou-cuisine-ba/887654598708020/
Cuisine: Chinese French Fusion
Wine list by Ying Guo
Wine on list: 450 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 498 RMB
A real draw card for wine lovers will be the wines by the glass
listing at Wild Yeast, with many top names served under
Coravin including Au Bon Climat, Bernard Moreau and
Tignanello. Should you venture further, some real treats can be
found. Champagne offers a list of exciting grower producers in
addition to superstar big houses. Burgundy and a feature on
Germany's Weingut Keller shines under the white wine
category, while it's Bordeaux and Burgundy's turn under the
red wine listing. Natural wine, including skin contact and the
low-fi styles from France and Italy are also a nod to the
changing wine times.

WINE ET TERROIR 🍷🍷🍷

WINE UNIVERSE BY LITTLE SOMMS 🍷🍷

风土酒馆

宇宙酒馆

No.48 Binhe Road, Tianxiang Street, Chenghua District,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610000
0086-028-83158185
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Luke Liu
Wine on list: 350 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 390 RMB
This wine list starts with a super impressive wines by the glass
selection and, for many diners, that is where they will wish to
stay the night. It is an excellent, extensive collection of top
European wine names led by Hugel, Trimbach, Georges
Verney, Antinori, Petit-Figeac and more. Venture a little
further into the main list and it is sprinkled with many elite
names throughout. The Champagne selection is particularly
attractive before a run of excellent Burgundy, Bordeaux
follows. In-depth produce profiles on Lafon, Dönnhoff and
DRC bring an added gravitas.

769 Yuyuan Road, Changning District, Shanghai 200050
52986130
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d15661707-Reviews-Wine_Universe_By_Little_SommsShanghai.html
Cuisine: French Bistrot
Wine list by Sol Yang
Wine on list: 820 (200 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 5000 RMB
This list has enormous potential. The Somms need to work on
its presentation so that it becomes a list of which they can be
proud. There is no indication of which of its massive number of
wines are available by the glass. There's no indication of
anything much except the name of the wine. It seems like a
great place to visit and talk to the Somms about the wines.

WU-MODERN CHAO CUISINE 🍷🍷
吴•現代潮菜
E-101A, Block E, Overseas Chinese Town Building, 9018
Shennan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518000
0755-86322822
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chaoshan
Wine list by Alan Zhong
Wine on list: 99 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 130 - 380 RMB
You know you're in for a premium experience when all the wine
is served in Riedel glassware, and the wines by the glass, which
are excellent, are served by Coravin. It is fabulous to see a
page of fine Chinese wine to open the list, followed by a
selection of fine Champagne. Next, there is a strong focus on
the wines of Burgundy, with many prestigious producers on
offer. There is also a succinct set of Bordeaux. To finish,
patrons can enjoy a polished selection of Scottish and Japanese
whisky.

XIAMEN AIRLINES 🍷🍷
22 Dailiao Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361006
0592-5739445
https://www.xiamenair.com
Cuisine: Chinese and Western style
Wine list by Xiaona Liu
Wine on list: 27 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
Best Airline Wine List
There is no doubt that you are well looked after when it comes
to wine when travelling with Xiamen Airlines. You can sip of
Perrier-Jouët by the glass, or instead choose a glass of
Château Beychevelle, a Joseph Drouhin Cote de Nuits or
perhaps a Casanova di Neri Rosso di Montalcino. It is evident
that wine quality is at the forefront of their decisions, making
flying all the more pleasurable.

XIN RONG JI XIN YUAN SOUTH ROAD
🍷🍷🍷

YAMAZATO, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷

新荣记新源南路店

58 Maoming Road (S.), Huangpu District, Shanghai 200030
86 21 64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 120 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
The Yamazato winelist mirrors that of its sibling Sky Garden
also at the Okura Garden Hotel. Its a well structured winelist
with a number of highlights - the expansive list of Champagnes
to the fore. Offering wine by the glass and carafe adds gravitas,
as does the depth of the Bordeaux selection. Well done to the
Okura Garden's sommelier Liao Yinhua.

Building 1 Courtyard No. 8 Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
010-65055501
http://www.xinrongji.cc/
Cuisine: Taizhou
Wine list by Meiyu Li, Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 380 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 228 RMB
Best Listing of Chinese Spirits
This is an excellent winelist firmly based on the classic wines of
Europe with a strong emphasis on France. The rest of the
world is well covered with benchmark varietes, styles and
regions well represented. Top shelf burgundy and Bordeaux
lead the prestige selection with the amazing depth and breath
of Champagne an added bonus. All in all, a wonderful and
enticing list of the world's great wines.

YEARNING (THE) 🍷
酒庭

YÍ, MORPHEUS 🍷🍷🍷
天頤

No. 1, Youbang Building, Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu
213022
519 15951219601
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Snacks
Wine list by Teresa Yu
Wine on list: 123 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 42 - 120 RMB
This snappy winelist celebrates wines from across the globe
with a focus on benchmarks for the old world of wine. That said
there's good support from a smattering of new wave and new
world wines with a number of good value wines for the keeneyed customer. Immersive yourself in these vinous delights you'll be well rewarded

Level 21, City of Dreams, Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
(853) 8868 3446
https://www.cityofdreamsmacau.com/en/dine/chinese/yi
Cuisine: Contemporary Chinese
Wine list by Nicklaus Tai
Wine on list: 350 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 488 MOP
As the younger sibling to Jade Dragon, Yi sources wines from
the master list, picking and choosing a selection that best
reflects and works with its contemporary Chinese cuisine. It
remains essentially European-based with a strong bent towards
classic makers and regions. Care remains in presenting a
balance of age and youth and the excellent wines by the glass
selection contains something for everyone whether it's a Henri
Giraud Nature Champagne, fresh, young Portuguese Alvarinho
or a charming Chambolle-Musigny from Liger-Belair.

YI DAO 🍷
逸道

YI LONG COURT, THE PENINSULA
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷

Level 2, YIfeng Waitanyuan, 88, Yuanmingyuan Rd, Huangpu,
Shanghai 200000
021-63330383
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d13436364-Reviews-Yi_Dao-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Huaiyang
Wine list by Becky Lv
Wine on list: 39 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 60 - 140 RMB
This small list presents a considered collection of wine of
various styles, including a solid selection by the glass. There's
a subset of 'Boutique and Fine Wine' for the connoisseur and a
helpful page of 'Sommelier Selections', with French wines
featuring strongly. It is refreshing to see a mix of established
labels and lesser-known producers. In addition, there are some
premium sakes and a strong set of Chinese spirits.

逸龍阁
No.32 The Bund, 32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai,
200002
23272888
http://www.peninsula.com.cn
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 59 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 138 - 498 RMB
The wine quality is high as you would expect at this classy,
Michelin starred Cantonese restaurant. Enjoy one of four
Perrier-Jouët Champagnes by-the-glass, or perhaps a fine
European wine with age. By the bottle, the listing is succinct
yet balanced, offering top quality international producers,
including fine wines from Bordeaux, Burgundy and Tuscany. It
is a careful, hand-picked selection guaranteed to please any
discerning wine lover.

YING, ALTIRA MACAU 🍷🍷
帝影樓
Avenida de Kwong Tung, Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 2886 8868
https://www.altiramacau.com/en/dining/Ying#All
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Joe Yang
Wine on list: 520 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 170 MOP
A stellar collection of world wines awaits the diner at Ying.
From food friendly Provencal roses and South American and
Australian chardonnays to fine-textured Burgundies, and the
odd aged superstar from Bordeaux, there is choice aplenty. Or,
you can save time and head directly to the wines by the glass
listing which does an excellent job of conveying a world of
taste in just 13 wines, including an Italian sweet sparkling for
dessert.

YONG FU , JIN JIANG HOTEL 🍷🍷
12th Floor, 59 South of Maoming Road, Jing'an District,
Shanghai 201204
+86 021-33566777
http://www.jinjiang-hotel.com/
Cuisine: Chinese Ningbo Style
Wine list by Lu Yang
Wine on list: 188 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB
China's only Master Sommelier, Yang Lu, has curated a
French-only wine list where there's a wine for everyone from a
smart Alsatian Riesling by the glass, a well-price Grower
Champagne through to the high end of Burgundy and
Bordeaux. It offer s long and winding road through France,
including the back roads of Provence, the Loire and
Languedoc which often aren't explored as well as they might.

YIPIN HUAIYANG 🍷
逸品淮扬
L2-5, Shanghai Magnolia Plaza, 501 Dongdaming Rd,
Hongkou, Shanghai 200082
021-65379767
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Huaiyang
Wine list by Simon Hong
Wine on list: 30 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 38 - 48 RMB
The short winelist is perfectly pitched to the YiPin HuaiYang
clientele. It's thoughtful and covers many facets of the wine
world in just 30 wines. The 'by the glass' list works well with
the layout and illustrations adding a pleasing note.

YONG YI TING, MANDARIN ORIENTAL
PUDONG 🍷🍷
111 Puding Road (2), Pudong, Shanghai 200120
021 2082 9888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong/finedining
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Kevin Chan
Wine on list: 366 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 180 RMB
A wine list that grabs your attention early with a quality wines
by the glass presentation where the world of wine opens before
you with entries from France, Italy and Spain to China and
Chile. The half bottle collection that follows encourages further
exploration before the list settles down into a serious
international listing of wines that mixes superstar names with
the well-made, well-priced. There is something here for every
drinker.

YUN JING, RAFFLES SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷
云璟
T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
0755-81219372
http://www.raffles.com/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 229 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 158 - 1668 RMB
It is a high-list of labels that will delight avid wine lovers. It
focuses on the classic regions of the world with an emphasis on
strong, respected brands. It is a well-tendered list with new
release wines as well as lovely aged examples. If spending big,
there is a good selection of classified Bordeaux plus some icon
wines from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti. The list's strength is
the sweep of styles from around the globe, including local
Chinese wines and a good selection from California.

ZHAO STEAK HOUSE 🍷
赵·牛扒坊（万象城店）
C-115J, Xiaonan Building, Hall C, Phase II, Mixc City,
Chenghua District, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000
028-61531199
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/chengdu/zhao_mbuk
Cuisine: French Steak House
Wine list by Sherry Lee
Wine on list: 91 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB
New in 2021, Zhao Steak House centres its wine list around a
solid selection of steak-friendly red wines from both Old and
New World producers offering a range of styles from the
classic syrah of Paul Jaboulet to a bold Turkey Flat GSM from
the Barossa and Austrian Zweigelt to Chinese Marselan and
everything in between. A tight collection of white wines led by a
particularly strong group of Rieslings is a nice way to start the
meal, or delve into the small but tasty group of wines by the
glass.

ZI CHEN, KEMPINSKI HOTEL HANGZHOU
🍷🍷

ZI FU HUI · KUN 🍷🍷
子福慧·坤

紫宸餐厅

203-204, 2nd Floor, Shanghai Square, Middle Huaihai Road,
Huangpu District, Shanghai, 200052
68877775
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 74 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 168 RMB
Brand new in 2021, this compact wine list keeps a firm eye on
the wines of Europe but occasionally looks to the US and home
for inspiration. The Sommelier's Selection starts the
proceedings and, frankly, it's hard to pass such is the
temptation to wander down the path strewn with Egly-Ouriet
Champagne, Au Bon Climat, Tenuta San Guido and more.
Attention is paid to mostly small, quality-orientated wine
producers throughout with a star performance from some big
names in Burgundy and Bordeaux.

66 Lishui Road, Gonshu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
571
https://www.kempinski.com/en/hangzhou/hotel-hangzhou/
Cuisine: Hangzhou, Cantonese, Sichuan
Wine list by Helen Zhang, Leo Yuan
Wine on list: 216 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 138 RMB
A wine list that works well with its multi-regional cuisine with
an introduction that takes in popular Chinese liquor and yellow
wines before launching into a busy international class of wines.
While Europe is at the core of the list its selection of wines
ventures far and wide including to far-flung Uruguay,
Switzerland, Greece and South Africa, while also looking
locally to the wines of Yunnan, Ningxia and Xinjiang.

ZI YAT HEEN , FOUR SEASONS HOTEL,
MACAO COTAI STRIP 🍷🍷
紫逸軒
Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança , Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
81128308
https://www.fourseasons.com/macau/
Cuisine: Authentic Cantonese
Wine list by Kaleb Paw
Wine on list: 730 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 265 MOP
The international selection at Zi Yat Heen is substantial and its
now offers 21 wines by the glass. Special format bottles are a
feature with the range of magnums most impressive. France
dominates the list with verticals of first growth Bordeaux and
grand cru Burgundy standing out. A cellar featuring back
vintages of a significant range of wines will appeal to those
loving mature classics. Most of the important wine producing
countries from around the world appear of Zi Yat Heen's
extensive wine list.

